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CHAPTER I

THE NATURE OF THE SURVEY

I. 1. INTRODUCTION

This report presents the results of a national survey o f a selected

group of the best college and university teachers of writing in the country
today. Like our earlier survey of writing program directors (see note 1), the
present survey was undertaken to provide the profession at large with reliable
and current information about the teaching of writing in this country's

colleges and universities, primarily to determine what aspects of writing
programs deserve attention in writing program evalUations. Like the earlier

report of the writing progran directors' survey, this report relies heavily on
descriptive statistics, but at the same time tries to remain sensitive to the
individual voices of the teachers who provided the information we report in
the following pages. Although we had no particular model survey instruments
in mind when constructing our questionnaire, our questionnaire was influenced
by the earlier work of Albert R. Kitzhaber (see note 2), Elizabeth Cowan (see

note 3), Jasper Neel (see note 14), and Claude Gibson (see note 5). We found

especially helpful the work of Gibson, for his survey helped us to see the
importance of certain areas we might have otherwise overlooked.

The present report covers a nunber of areas of concern to college

teachers of writing as well as to !college writing program directors and other
college administrators. In the present chapter, we explain how our sample of
teachers was selected, examine the distribution of the sample across types and
sizes of institutions, summarize the teachers' workload with reference to

teaching and other duties, report on the respondents' preparation as

composition teachers, and speculate on the relation of our sample to the

national population of college and university writing teachers.

Chapter II examines some of the conditions under which writing is

taught in American colleges and universities. It treats such matters as the

types and curricular levels of the writing cour se s the responding teachers
teach, the sizes of their writing classes, and the use of required syllabi.

Chapter III,examines curricular 4nd instructional practices in college
composition classrooms. In that chapter we report on such things as the
amount of actual writing done in different writing courses, how writing is
used in tho se co ur sesj, and some speci fic curr icular and in str uct ion al

activities in different kinds of courses and different types of institutions.

Chapter TV looks at the way teachers evaluate student performance in
writing courses. The c ha pte r focuses primaril y on the par tic ul ar

characteristics of student texts that teachers say most influence their

evaluation of them.

While the first four chapters re

1
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surrrnari ze teacher s' responses to the questionnaire , the penultimate chapter
Chapter Vallows the teacher s to speak in their own voices about the most
successful aspects of their composition teaching .

We hope that our report will hel p r eaders to develop a greater
under stand ing of the teaching of writing in college s and un iv er sitie s in this
countr y. We al so hope that what they find out will aid in the development of
method s to ev al ua te wr it ing co ur se s and -pr ograms . The report itself is
heavily laden with tables, but the use of number s and tables seems to us the
most econanic al and precise way of pre senting the large amount of data we
collected . It al so seems to be the most honest way to pr esent them . We might
have simply examined the number s our selve s and offered only our inter pretation
of those nunbers . ait , because we are uncertain what some of the data we have
collected mean , such a procedure would have eliminated from the re por t a great
deal of potentially valuable information . When we feel confident that a body
of data mean s this or that , we say so ; when we are uncertain about the meaning
of certain pieces of information , we al so say so and inv ite our readers to
cifer their own inter pretations . We do not think that our not knowing how to
in ter pr et a given piece of in fcrmation is sufficient reason to exclude it from
the re port : surely, , others will succeed where our inter pretive power s fail .

Our work on the survey began in Se ptember , 1980. From that time until
near the end of December we examined the literature on the teaching of
writing , hoping to determine the kind s o f que st ions we ought to ask and to
estimate how much information we would need to elicit from responding
teacher s. After much del iber ation and many pr el iminar y versions of the
que stionnaire , we decided on a que stionna ire which would el icit a great deal
o f information ,on a 1 arge number of d ifferent que st ions . Near the end of
Dec ember our t wo fir st-year consultant sRichard Llo yd-Jone s and Ric hard
L. Larson--examined our que stionnaire and offer ed their suggestions for
revision. Some of their sugge stions were incor pore ted into the final ver sion
of the que stionnaire.

I. 2. SAMPLE SELECTION

We contac ted the wr it ing teacher s r esponding to our que st ionn air e

through the director s of their writing progr ams . The se d ir ec tor s had
indicated their own willingness to complete a que stionnaire we had designed
for a national surve y of college writing program d irector s ( see note 6) . We
had asked these writing program dir ector s to have two of their best teachers
of wr iting canplete the que stionna ire for the teacher s' survey. Using this
procedur e we were able to collect responses from 1 81 teacher s across the
countr y.

3. DESCRLFrION OF THE SAMPLE POPULATION

In the pre sent section we examine the di str ibution of the 181
re sponding teacher s across types and sizes of institutions. We also examine

C.?
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the teacher s' acildemic degrees , their gr aduate wor k in rhetoric-related
cour se s , and their experience in teaching compo sition . Degrees, academic
preparation , and experience are examined for teacher s in different t ype s of
in stitut ions .

I. 3. 1. Di str ibut ion of Responding Teachers Across Type s and
Si zes of In stitutions

We employed three taxonomies used by the National Center for Education
Statistics (NCES) as the basis for our categories of type s and si ze s of
institutions. One taxonomy distingui she s among institutions on the basis of
pr imary source of funding ( see note 7) . Thus in the following section s of
this report , we fr equently group teacher s according to whether they teach in
in st it ut ions which r eceive their pr imar y funding from pr iv ate or publ ic
sources. A second NCES taxonomy allowed u.., to classify institutions as either
t wo-year coll eges , four-year in stit ut ion s , or un iv er sities . Under thi s
classi fication system , only those institutions with profe ssional schools
(e .g . medical , dental , law, , veterinary medicine) and substantial graduate
prograns could be classified as un iv er sities ( see note 8). One effect of our
using this latter taxonomy was that some school s called univer sitie s are not
so classi fied by us Al though classi fying the responding teacher s'
institutions di fferently than NCES does would have better reflected the names
of some institutions, it would have produced distributions which could not
easily be canpared to national di str ibution s avail able only through NCES

docanents . A third NCES taxonomy allowed us to classi fy institutions by total
enrollment ( see note 9). This taxonany provided for six si ze categories ,
ranging from "total_ enrollment less than 1, 001" to "total enrollment greater
than 20, 000." Reflecting these NCES classification schemes, Tables 1.1
through 1.14 summarize the distribution of the 181 responding teachers across
types and si zes of institutions.

2-Year
24Year
Univer sities

TOTAL

2
145

22
69

Private

1. 1
224. 8
12. 2
38. 1

16
53
43

112

Public

8.
29.
23.
61.

8
3
8

9 1

1 8

98
65
81

Total
70

9. 9
54. 1
36. 0

100. 0

Table T . 1. Distribution of Re sponding Teacher s by Number
and Percentage Across Type of Institution and Pr inci pal
Source of Funding (N=1 81) .

7
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Institutional Responding Teachers
Si ze Private Public Total

Categories N % N % N %

LT 1001 9 5. 0 9 5. 0
1001-2500 26 114. 3 1 0. 6 27 114. 9
2501-5000 9 5. 0 31 17. 1 140 22. 1
5001-10000 "4 7. 7 23 12. 7 37 20.14
10001-20000 6 3.3 22 12. 2 28 15. 5
GT 20000 5 2. 8 35 19.3 40 22.1

TOTALS 69 38. 1 112 61. 9 181 100. 0

Table I .2. Di str ibution of Responding Teachers Across Si ze
of Institution and Source of Funding (N=181) .

Institutional
Si ze

Categories

2-Year 14-Year Un iv

Pr iv Pubi Pr iv Publ Pr iv Publ

LT 1001 9 9
1001-2500 2 1 214 27
2501-5000 7 9 20 4 40
5001-10000 6 -- 16 114 1 37
10001-20000 2 3 9 3 11 28
GT 20000 -- 8 5 27 140

TOTALS 2 16 145 53 22 143 181

Table 1 .3. Distribution of Re sponding Teachers Across Si ze of
Institution, Type of Institution , and Source of Funding
(N=181) .



Institut\ional 2-Year 14-Year ftliv Total
Si ze ,

Categorie 3 %Pr iv %Publ %Pr iv %Publ %Priv %Publ %

LT 1001 5. 0 5. 0
1001-2500 1.1 O. 6 13.2 14. 9
2501-5000 3. 8 5. 0 11. 1 2. 2 22. 1
5001-10000 3.3 8. 8 7. 7 O. 6 20.14
10001-20000 1.1 1.7 5.0 1.6 6. 1 15.5
GT 20000 - 14 5 2.7 114. 9 22. 1

TOTALS \ 1. 1 8. 8 214. 9 29. /4 12. 0 23. P 100. 0

Table 1.14. ; Distribution by Percentage of R sponding Teachers
Across\ Size of Institution, Type of In titution, and Source
of Funding (N=181).

As Table 1.1 indicates, 69 (38.1%) of the esponding teachers are from
schools which receive'\their principal support fran private sources and 112

(61.9%) are from institutions receiving their principal support from public

unity colleges. Another 98 teachers (514.1% of the
sources. Eighteen of the teachers (9.91) are two-year colleges, both
junior colleges and comm
sample) come fran four-year institutions, and 65 teachers (36.0%) teach in
universities. As Table 1.3 and Table 1.14 show, the difference between the
percentages of teachers who work in private and public schools differs ,
considerably for two-year colleges (1.1% compared with 8.8%) and universities
(12.2% compared with 23.8%). The difference between the percentages for
private .and public within four-year institutions is considerably less (214.8%
canpared with 29.3%) than the percentages for the other two types of
institutions. As Tables 1.2 through 1.4 indicate, a healthy percentage of the
teachers come from institutions failing into each of the different size
categories except that providing for institution:3 with total enrollments of
"less than 1,001" students. The percentage of responding teachers caning from
institutions within the remaining five size categories ranges from about 15%

to about 22%. Although we would have liked to have received more responses
from teachers in two-year colleges, in private institutions of all types, and
in small institutions, we are generally pleased by the distribution of our
sample across the various classes represented in Table 1.1 through Table 1.4.

I. 3. 2. Workload, Training, and Experience of Responding
Teachers

The teachers responding to our survey also differed across
institutional types with respect to workload, educational levels, and teaching
experience.

Workload. Imfiortant differences can be seen in teacher workload across



different types of institutions. These differences are summari zed in Table1.5. As Table I .5 indicates, we defined workload operationally in terms of_ _
fo ur categories-teaching writing courses , teaching nonwriting cour ses , doingadministr ative work , and taking grad ua te-lev el classes. This four th category
was necessar y because several of the responding teachers were graduatestudents at the institutions where they teach. Workload for each of the four
categories is presented in Table 1.5 as a " co ur seload equivalent"; all of the
means reported in in Table I .5 are adjusted to accommodate differences between
workload under a semester system and workload under a quarter system. Inaddition , the means are expressed in terms o f fulltime equivalent ( FTE)faculty.

In stitu - N Writing Non- Adminis- No . of Total
tional Co ur se s Wr i ting tr a t iv e Co ur se s

Type Taught Co ur se s Co ur se Enrolled
Per Taught Equiv a- In
Year Per lent

Year Per
Year

2-Year 1 8 6. 27
Priv 14-Year 145 3.66
Publ 14-Year 5 3 14. 70
Priv Univ 2 2 3. 32
Publ Univ 143 3. 81

ALL 1 81 14 22

1. 92 O. 61 O. 20 9. 00
2.3 9 O. 96 0.3 8 7.39
2. 15 O. 56 0.1414 7. 85
1. 78 1. 114 O. 50 6. 714
1. 30 0. 91 O. 89 6. 91
1. 914 O. 82 O. 52 7. 50

Table 1.5. Duties and Responsibilities of Responding Teachers
81) Listed as Average Cour se Load Equivalents Including

Sumner Cour se s and Adjusted for Differences Between Semester
.Teaching_and Quar ter Te aching ,

As Table 1.5 shows , the two-year college teacher s not only have by far
the greatest load of writing cour se s and the largest total workload , but they
also get ver y little co ur se r el ie f' in the form o f administrative assignments .For this group of teachers , the average yearly load in wr iting. courses of 6. 27is 3 8,1% higher than the mean of 14. 22 writing courses for all 1 81 responiing
teachers; and it is 147% greater than the mean nunber of writing cour se s (3. 32)
taught per year by teacher s in private universities , the group which teaches
the fewest average nunber of wr iting cour se s each year.. The two-year collegeteacher s also teach 25% more wr iting cour se s per year than the teacher s infour-year public institutions , the group which teaches the next highest
average number (14. 70) of writing courses per year. . Table 1.5 also shows thatteachers from private in stitut ions consistently teach fewer wr iting cour se s ,
more non--wr iting co ur se s , and fewer to tal co ur se s per year than theircounterparts in public institutions. The teacher s from private institutions
al so receive substantially more relief from teaching by mean s of
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administrative assignments than do teachers in publi.c institutions. At the
university level and perhaps at the level of fouryear institutions, the lowr
administrative workload for teachers in public institutions probably reflects
the larger nunber of graduate teaching a3sistants employed in those public

inst tut ions.

Table 1.5 also shows that of the 181 teachers who responded to our

survey, those fran private fouryear institutions teach, on the average, the
largest nunber (2.39) of nonwriting courses--usually literature courses--per
year. The average number of nonwriting courses for that group, however, is
only 10% higher than the average (2.15) for teachers from public fouryear
institutions, the group teaching the second highest average number of
nonwriting courses per year. Probably because nontenured instructors or
lecturers and graduate teaching assistants are included in our sample, the

teachers from public universities teach on the average the fewest (1.30)

nonwriting courses per year and are enrolled in the greatest number of
graduate classes.

The courseload equivalents for administrative duties vary considerably
across instititional types. Teachers from twoyear colleges and frail public

fouryear institutions devote the equivalent of about sixtenths of one course
to administrative duties each year; and teachers from private fouryear
institutions and from public universities receive on the average, credit for
over ninetenths of one course for performing administrative duties within
their respective institutions. Teachers from private universities devote more
of their energies to administrative duties than do any of the other groups of
teacher s. In pr iv ate un iv er si tie s , teacher s d ev ote , on the aver age , the

equivalent of 1.114 courses per year to administrative duties.

As might be expected--because of the number of graduate students

included among the respondentsthe teachers from public universities enroll
in the largest average nunber of courses each year. That group takes, on the
average, nearly one graduate course per year (mean=0.89). None of the other

four groups of responding teachers average more than onehalf a graduate

per ---ye-ari- andthe teachers from twoyear colleges average considerably
less than that.

As the last colunn in Tabie 1.5 indicates, ;he teachers from twoyear
colleges have the heaviest workload, on average the equivalent of nine courses
per year. Of these nine courses, approximately 70% are writing courses and
21% are nonwriting courses. That means that about 91% of the twoyear college
teachers' workload is devoted to teaching, while only 9% is devoted to

administrative dutin.s and graduate study.

For the teachers from private fouryear institutions, the situation is
somewhat different. Of their 7.39 average courseload equivalent, only about
14 9. 5% is accounted for by writing classes, while 32. 3% is accounted for by
nonwriting courses. Thus about 82% of workload of private fouryear teachers
is devoted to teaching, which is ebout 10% less than the percentage of
workload accounted for by teaching amcng the twoyear college teachers. Of

the remaining 18% of their average wo, kload, almost 13% is given over to

administrative duties.

-AL
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The percentage of workload devoted to teaching by public four-year
teachers is only slightly higher than that for their private counterparts.
Whereas about 82% of the workload of private four-year teachers is accounted
for by teaching, teaching accounts for about 87% of the workload of public
four-year teachers. This percentage of workload for public four-year teachers
is distributed somewhat differently than it is for the private four-year
teachers. For the public teachers, 60% of the workload is made up of writing
courses and 27.4% made up of nonwriting courses. The remaining 12.5% of the
public four-year teachers' workload is fairly evenly distributed across
administrative work and graduate study.

The responding teachers from universities, whether private or public,
have a lower workloadas we have defined itthan any of the three other
groups of teachers, with teachers from private universities having the
lightest workload of all responding groups. Their workload is over 25% less
than that of two-year college teachers. The workload of public university
teachers is about 23% less than that of two-year college teachers. For
teachers from private universities, about 49.3% of their 6.74 courseload-
equivalent average is given over to teaching writing courses and about. 26.5%
to teaching nonwriting courses. Almost 17%the highest of any of the five
groups--of the workload of private university teachers is devoted to carrying
out achninistrative duties, and 7.4% is committed to graduate study. Among the
teachers from public universities, nearly 74% of the workload is devoted to
teaching, with about 55% devoted to the teaching of composition and about 19%
devoted to teaching noncomposition courses. The remaining 26% of the workload
of teachers from public universities, is about evenly distributed across
administrative duties and taking graduate courses.

These figures may suggest to some that the teachers in ()Jr sanple are

progressively better off in terms of workload as one moves through Table 1.5
from two-year colleges to universities. And in one sense such a view is
justified, for quite clearly the two-year college teachers have a heavier
workload, as we have defined it, than their counterparts from either four-year
institutions or universitiec; and just as clearly, teachers from four-year
institutions have a heavier workloadagain, as we defined itthan teachers
from universities. Unfortunately, we failed to include on our questionnaire
any questions which would help us determine how much of the teachers' workload
is devoted to doing original research or to supervising the research of
graduate students. At many universities, the normal per-semester or per-
quarter teaching load is less than it is in four-year institutions or two-year
colleges because faculty in universities are expected to conduct and publish
original research and to surpervise independent graduate study to a degree not
expected by two-year colleges and four-year institutions. To the extent that
doing research and super'.ising graduate students' research is preferable to
teaching a larger nunber of courses, university faculty "have it easy" by
comparison to their counterparts from two-year colleges and four-year
institutions.

Education. resides wanting to know about writing teachers' workloads,
we also wanted to know about their teaching backgrounds, specifically their
education and experience. To find out about their educational backgrounds, we
asked two questions, one about the highest degree the teachers had earned and

0
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a second about the amount of graduate work completed in "rhetoricrelated"
cour ses.

Table 1.6 presents the results of our survey of highest degrees earned.

Degree
Type

2Year
Schools

24Year
Schools

Univer All
sities Schools

BA 3 -- 3 ( 1.7%)
MS 3 1 4 ( 2.3%)
MA 10 33 18 61 (35.5%)
MFA 7 7 6 20 (11.6%)
PhD 1 38 31 70 (40.7%)
EdD 6 6 ( 3. 5%)
DA 1 1 ( 0.6%)
Other Li 3 7 ( 14. 1%)

TOTAL 18 (10.5) 95 (55.2) 59 (324.3)

Table 1.6. Nunbers of Responding Teachers (N=172) Hold
ing Degrees of Different Types.

As Table 1.6 indicates, 172 teachers provided information about the
highest degree they hold. Of the 172 respondents, 70 ()40.7%) have a Fh.D. and
61 (35.5%) haver an M.A. By pooling the nunber of teachers holding similar
degrees, we find that 85 (249. 24%) of the responding 172 teachers have master's
degrees of sane type, and 77 (4)4.8%) hold doctorates of some type. The

majority of the tiAoyear college te'achers (55.6%) hold an M.A. Of the
teachers from fouryear institutions, 33 (34.7%) have an M.A. and 38 (40.0%)
have a Fh.D. Cnly six of the teachers in our sample hold an Ed.D., and all
six teach in fouryear institutions. Only one of the 172 teachers holds a
Doctorate of Arts (DA), and that teacher is from a fouryear institution. The
highest relative percentage of responding teachers holding the Ph.D. occurs,
not unexpectedly, in universities. Thirtyone (52.5%) of the 59 university
teachers in our sample have a Ph.D. The next largest group among the
university teachers is that of teachers with an M.A., with 18 (30.5%) of the
university teachers falling into that group. Most of those are either
graduate students taking coursework at the institutions where they are
employed as teachers or instructors hired yeartoyear or semesterto--
semester.

We also asked teachers to indicate how much graduate work they had
completed in "rhetoricrelated" courses. In eliciting responses to this
question, we provided the teachers with a smorgasboard of courses related to
rhetoric and the teaching of writing. None of the courses we listed were
specifically literature courses. Several teachers--most of whom did not
indicate that they had-canpleted very many courses of the types we listed--
criticized us for not including literature courses on the list. The reason
for this omission was that we believed all teachers responding to our survey
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would have strong literature backgrounds. What we wished to determine was if
a sizeable number of our responding teachers had developed expertise in other
courses of study. And we found that 56.3% of the 166 teachers who supplied
information about their graduate coursework had, in fact, completed at least
one graduate-level "rhetoric-related" course. The results of this aspect of
our survey are summarized in Table 1.7.

Gr ad ua te Cour se 2-Year 4-Year ftiiv All
Priv Publ Priv Publ

(N=16) (N=40) (N=51)(N=16)(N=43) (N=166)

General Lingui sties 4 20 22 6 14 66
Meth. of Teaching

College Writing 5 12 23 6 12 58
Contemporary Rhetorical

Theory 2 5 11 5 12 35
Critical Theory/Her-
meneutics 1 9 1 1 3 10 34

Educ. Psychology 3 7 1 7 1 6 34
Classical Rhetorical
Theory 2 10 8 4 8 32

Research in Written
Composition 1 7 1 5 1 5 2 9

Meth. of Teaching ELem.
& Secondary Writing 1 5 13 1 3 23

Socio-Linguistics 1
r
D 8 2 2 18

Meth. of Teaching
Reading 1 2 1 3 16

Theories of Reading 1 11 3 1 5

Psycho-Linguistics 3 8 1 2 14
Cognitive Psychology 1 2 9 2 14
Research in Reading 1 1 5 2 9

Table 1.7. Numbers of Responding Teachers (N=1 66) By Insti-
tutional Type Who Received Graduate Credit for Various
Rhetoric-Related Courses.

Table 1.7 distributes the responses of the 166 responding teachers
across institutional types according to the different rhetoric-related courses
listed in our smorgasboard of such courses. Table 1.7 indicates that the type
of course most frequent] y taken was one in general linguistics. Of the 166
teachers, 66 (3 9.8%) had taken at least one such course during their graduate
education. Of teachers from the various types of institutions who had taken
the course, the percentages are larger for teachers in four-year institutions,
with 20 (5 0.0%) of the 4 0 teachers in private four-year institutions and 2 2
(43.1%) of 51 in public four-year institutions having taken such a course.
The lowest relative number for this course is among two-year college teachers
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where only four (251) of t.ie 16 teachers had taken such a course, followed by
the 14 (3 2.6%) of the 43 public university teachers.

The next most frequently taken course is "methods of teaching college
writing." Of the 166 respondents, 34.9% completed such a course. Of the
teachers in various types of institutions, more from public fouryear schools
took the course than from any other group. Of the 51 teachers from such
schools, 23 (45.1%) indicated that they had completed such a course as part of
their graduate work. The lowest relative nunber of teachers who had completed
such a course appears in public universities, where only 12 (2 7.9%) of the 43
teachers indicated that such a course had been part of their graduate
educations.

The third most frequently completed course was one in "contemporary
rhetorical theory." That course represents, however, a distant third. Only
35 (21.1%) of the 166 teachers indicated that they had completed such a
course. Of those 35 teachers, five teach in private universities
(representing 31.3% of the teachers in that group), 12 teach in public
universities (representing 2 7.9% of that group), and 11 teach in public four
year schools (representing 2 1.6% of that group).

Two courses tied for fourth place among the most frequently completed
graduate courses, a course in "critical theory or hermeneutics" and a course
in "educational psychology." Of the 1 66 responding teachers, 34 (2 0.5%)
indicated that they had completed one or the other or both' of these two
courses. For the course in "critical theory and hermeneutics," about the same
percentage of teachers from private and public fouryear schools and from
private and public universities indicated they had completed subh a course
during their graduate careers. The percentages of teachers were not so evenly
distributed for the course in "educational psychology": 33.3% of the teachers
in public fouryear institutions indicated they had completed such a course;
the next highest percentage (1 7.5%) was for the seven teachers from private
fouryear institutions.

Thirtytwo of the 166 teachers indicated they had completed at least
one course in "classical rhetorical theory." The highest percentages of
teachers having taken such courses are in private fouryear schools (1 0 of 40
or 25%) and in private universities (4 of 16 or 25%). At least one course in
"research in written composition" had been completed by 29 (1 7.5%) of the 166
teachers; 15 of those 29 are from fouryear public institutions, representing
29.4% of that group. Other courses listed in Table 1.7 but not mentioned
above were completed by increasingly fewer of the responding teachers.
However, it should be pointed out that teachers from public fouryear schools
account for the bulk of the teachers who had completed any of those remaining
co ur se s .

Table 1.8 presents an overview of the findings summarized in Table 1.7.
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2-Year 14-Year Univ All
Priv Publ Priv Publ

(N=16) (N=140) (N=51) (N=16 ) (N=43) (N=166 )

Number of Teachers
Who Completed at
Least Cne Graduate
Level Rhetoric-
Related Course 9 23 38 8 22 100

Percent of Teachers
Who Cctnpleted at
Least Cne Graduate
Level Rhetoric-
Related Course 56. 3 57. 5 714. 5 50. 0 51. 2 60. 2

Av er age Number of
Graduate Hour s
Completed in
Rhetoric-Related
Courses 10.. 0 10. 4 20. 9 11. 6 11. 9 14. 1

Table 1.8. An Overview of the Graduate Training in Rhetoric-
Related Courses of the Responding Teachers (N=166) by
Type of Institution.

Of' the 166 teachers who supplied information about the rhetoric-related
graduate courses they had canpleted, 100 or 60.2% had completed at least one
such course. The 166 responding teachers averaged 14.1 semester credit-how's
in such graduate courses, indicating that many of the 100 teachers who are
listed as having taken at least one such course had actually completed more
than one. The most striking piece of information in Table 1.8 is thatteachers of' writing in public four-year institutions had completid, on the
average, about twice as many "rhetoric-related" courses as teachers from anyother type of institution. Of' the 51 responding teachers from those
institutions, 38 or 7145% indicated they had completed at least one graduate
"rhetoric-related" course. These 51 teachers averaged 20.9 graduate credit-hours in "rhetoric-related" courses, the highest average for any group ofresponding teachers. This suggests that the educational backgrounds of thebest writing teachers in public four-year institutions differs significantly
from the backgrounds of teachers in other types of institutions; the
educational backgrounds of teachers from public four-year institutions mayprovide them with a kind of expertise which makes them particularly well-
prepared for teaching writing at the college level. The ldwest percentage ofteachers of any group to complete at least one rhetoric-relattd iraduate

rcourse is for teachers in private universities, followed closely by the
percentage for teachers in public universities. The lowest average number of

n
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graduate credithours for any group is the one for twoyear college teachers.
Mose teachers averaged only 10 graduate credits in "rhetoricrelated"
courses. Fbwever, since only one of the responding twoyear college teachers
holds a Ph.D., one would assune that fewer opportunities in formal graduate
education existed for that group. The sane may be said for the graduate
students included among the best teachers in the other types of institutions.

Generally speaking, Tables 1.7 and 1.8 suggest that the responding
teachers frow fouryear institutions are perhaps the best prepared for
teaching collegelevel canposition. This assumes, of course, that one's
graduate education has some bearing on his/her performance as a teacher.
Perhaps this is an assunption that some readers would not be willing to grant.

Teaching Experience. Another factor which may be related to effective
teaching is years of experience. It is interesting that in our sample of the
best teachers of' writing there was much variation in experience within
individual institutions but little difference across institutions. Table 1.9
demonstrates this latter finding: teachers from each and every institutional
type averaged essentially between ten and -twelve years of teaching experience.
However, within institutions the range in experience was apt to be from
virtually none to forty or more years of experience. The average standard
deviation of over seven years indicates that there is a good spread in

teaching experience across our sample.

Teacher
Group

Number of
Responding
Teachers

Mean No.
of Years
Teaching

Standard
Deviation

TwoYear 17 .11.2 5. 8

Priv FourYear )-13 12.3 7. 8

Publ FourYear 51 11.9 7. 4

Priv Univ 20 10. 6 8.1

Publ Univ 28 9.9 6. 7

ALL 169 11.3 7.3

Table 1.9. Amount of Teaching Experience for the
Five Groups of Responding Teachers (N=169).

As Table 1.9 shows, teachers from private fouryear institutions had
the most.eXperience on the average. However, the variance for that group is
the second largest of all five types of institutions, indicating that within
that group considerable variation in experience exists. Me greatest
variation appears within the class of teachers from private universities, the
class with the next to the lowest average for nunber of years teaching. The
class of teachers with the lowest average number of years of teaching
experience is that of public universities, a phenomenon which is probably
attributable to the larger nunber of graduate teaching assistants included
within that category. The smallest standard deviation, and hence the most
uniformity in teaching experience, exists for teachers from twoyear colleges.
This can probably be attributed to the smaller number of' graduate students
teaching in twoyear colleges.

i
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I. . RELATIONSHIP OF THE SAMPLE POPULATION TO THE NATIONAL
POPULATION OF .COLLEGE WRITING TEACHERS

We would like to be able to ,give our readers a sense of how
representative our sample of college writing teachers is, but several things
make doing so difficult. For one thing, we requested that ow questionnaire
be given only to the very best writing teachers at any particular,institution.
To the extent that our sample popUlation consists of only the best teachers,
it is not representative of the "'average" college composition teacher in the.
country. But since we wanted to consult these teachers about the nature of
good ccmposition teaching, we wanted our responding teachers to be better than
"average." While our sample is thus intentionally nonrepresentative of allcollege and university writing teachers, we may be able to talk about how
representative ow sample is of the best teachers of college writing. Inaddition, there is a second difficulty, one centered on what we mean 1byre pre sentative. We could, for example, compare the institutions of ow
responding teachers to all institutions in the country, focusing on such
demographics as the size of schools in terms of student enrollment, level of
funding, ratio of faculty to students, etc. In fact, this kind of comparison
appears in Table 1.10, which reflects categories derived from NCES sources.
But this table shows only how representative our sample institutions are ofall collegiate institutions nationwide rather than how representative oursample teachers are of all teachers (or even of the best teachers). Becausethe different types of institutions Wfer systematically in size(e. g., two-
year colleges are generally smaller than universities and private institutionsare generally smaller than public ones) , a sample that is numerically
represenative of schools will have a different distribution than a sample that
is nunerically representative of teachers. The difference between these two
ways of being representative is analogous to the way the Senate and House of
Representatives are representative of states and population, respectively.

National Di stribution
for 1978-79

% Priv % Publ

Our Sample

% Pr iv % Publ

2-Year 8. 6 29.5 1.1 8. 8
4-Year 42. 3 14.5 24.9 29.3
Univ 2. 1 3. 0 12.2 23. 8

TOTAL 53. CY 47. 0 38.2 61. 9

Table 1.10. Ccmparison of the Distribution of Schools
Represented in Cur Sample with the National Distribution
of Schools for 1978-1979.

As Table 1.10 suggests, our sample population i s about as

19
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representative of institutions across the country as the U.S. Senate is
representative of the population of the 50 states. Twoyear colleges, public
and private, and fouryear private institutions are underrepresented in our
saniple; and fouryear public institutions and universities, both public and
private, are overrepresented. Representation is the poorest for twoyear
colleges and universitles. This is not, however, too surprising.
Universities are generally larger than other institutions and generally employ
a larger nunber of writing teachers per institution than do twoyear
institutions, and public institutions tend to be larger than -private ones.
Thus--as Table 1.10 suggests--our sample is more representative of teachers
than it is of institutions.

How rep-esentative our sample of teachers is of college teachers of
witing in general is difficult to estimate, however. To make such an
estimate, we need to know how many college teachers of writing there are
nationally and how they are distributed across the different types of
institutions. Unfortmately, the National Center for Ed uc a tio n Statistics
provides little help on this matter, so we have had to rely on a more indirect
and less precise method.

We are fortunate in having a fairly good estimate of the average ,number
of writing courses taught each year per teacher by type of institution across
the country, an estimation derived from our previous survey of writing program
directors. If we assune that the teaching load of the teachers responding to
our survey is representative of the teaching load of other writing teachers in
the same institutions (an assUnption which is, of course, itself a possible
source of error) , then we can divide the average nunber of writing courses
taught per teacher in different types of institutions by the average number of
writing courses taught by teachers in different types of institutions. This
division yields estimates of the national distribution of writing teachers by
institutional type. These estimates appear in Table 1.11.
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Av er age No . o f Average No. of
Writing Sec- Writing Sec-
tions per In- tions per
stitutional Teacher per
Type* Institutional

Type

Estimate of Aver-
age No. of Wri-
ting Teachers
per Institution

2-Year 914. 8 6. 27 1 5. 1

Priv 14-Year 32. 8 3. 66 9. 0

Publ 14-Year 814. 7 4. 70 1 8. 0

Priv Univ 1 01. 2 3. 32 3 O. 5

Publ Univ 2149. 8 3. 81 65. 6

Table 1.11. A National Projection of the Number of Writing
Sections Taught Annually per Type of Institution and per
Teacher and the Number of Writing Teachers per Type of
Institution (*see note 10).

Table 1.12 transforms the figures presented in Table 1.10 and Table
1.11 into a national projection of writing teachers by percentage across the
var ious types o f in stit ut ion s and canpare s those projections with the

distribution of our sample of responding teachers.

Projected National Cur

Distribution of Sample

Wr iting Teachers Di str ibution

in Percentage in Percentage
Across Types of Across Types
Institutions of Institutions

2-Year 30. 2 9.9
Pr iv 14-Year 2 O. 1 24.9

Publ 14-Year 3 6. 0 29.3
Priv Univ 3. 3 12.1

Publ Univ 1 0.14 23.8
TOTAL 100. 0 1 00. 0

Table 1.12. Projected National Distribution of College
Writing Teachers Canpared with Distribution of Present
Sample of Writing Teachers.

4 0
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Table I.1 indicates that although our sample is not representative of
the national distribution of writing teachers by institutional type, it is
more representative of' writing teachers than it is of' institutions.
Nevertheless, Table 1.12 indicates that teachers from twoyear colleges are
underrepresented in our sample and that teachers from universities are
overrepresented. But the relative percentages are closer for teachers than
they are for types of institutions.

While this section on national projections may suggest to some that our
survey is of little value because it is not representative of either the

national distribution of institutions or the national distribution of college
writing teachers, two points need to be made. First, it should be pointed out
that prior to the present'survey of teachers, we had no way of knowing what a
representative population of college writing teachers would look like. At

least now the profession has sane guidelines for conducting a representative
survey of college teachers according to ,a workable classification system.
Second, our intention was not to conduct a survey representative of college
and university writing teachers in this country. Our concern was to survey
only the best writing teachers in this country's colleges and universities.



CHAPTER II

CONSTRAINTS ON THE TEACHING OF WRITING

II. 1. INTRODUCTION

In the teaching of writing, teachers operate under a large number of
contraints, some imposed by the institution and some created by social and
political, factors beyond the institution itself. In the present chapter, we
focus on three constraints that may affect the way a teacher teaches but over
which the teacher has little or no control. In particular, we examine (1) the
academi,c levels of students enrolled in the wr..1,1ng courses taught by the
responding teachers, (2) the sizes of the composition classes taught, and(3)
the extent to which the responding teachers were required to rely on a

standard syllabus to structure their teaching. Many of the questions we asked
on these topics were not designed to answer specific questions but rather to
give us a better idea of what questions need asking.

II. 2. THE ACADEMIC LEVELS OF 'STUDENTS ENROLLED IN WRITING
COURSES

The academic levels of the students enrolled in composition courses of
various types and offered at various academic levels can place constraints on
how those courses are taught. For example, if a writing course is designed
for beginning collge freshnfen, certain assunptions are usually made about
what the students know and can do when they enter the course; and the
curriculun taught and the instructional methods used are typically geared
toward students with "freshmanlevel" abilities and knowledge. If students
possessing more advanced, skills and greater general knowledge subscribe to
such a course, then teachers may have to adjust either curriculun or

instruction to accommodate those advanced students. Similarly, if a writing
course designed for upperdivision students attraCts freshmen and sophomores
not prepared for the course, the teacher may have to adju t content and
teaching methods to handle both groups of students. In this sense the level
of students enrolling in a writing class is a constraint over which the
teacher usually has no control.

Although we did not collect information about the ldnds of adjustments
teachers make to accommodate the needs of students whose abilities and
knowledge .are either above or below the academic level of various types of
writing courses- or about the effects of such enrollment patterns on teacher
and course evaluations, we did collect information about the extant to which
students of different academic levels enroll in writing courses. The results
of these analyses appear in Table 11.1.

19
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Students Per Class

Cour se Type N of

Teacher s

Developmental/

Avg. N
of

Fresh.

Avg. N

of
Soph.

Avg. N
of

Upper-
Divi sion

Remedial /19 1 6. 8 1. 0 0. 5

Freshman (1st
Senester) 13 8 2 1. 6 1.2 O. 3

R'eshman (2nd
Semester) 83 20. 7 1. 7 O. 5

Freshman (3rd
Senester) 1 3 1 9. 0 3. 9 0.5

Sophomore 5 2. 2 11.14 2. 3

Q-eative 7 3.5 6.4 3. 8

Adv. Expository 37 4. 1 3. 8 9. 4

Technical 13 8. 6 2.8 9. 6

Business 11 8. 8 4. 4 10.4
"Other" 24 6.5 4.5 9.0

Table 11.2. The Average Nunber of Students at Three
Academic Levels Enrolled in the Various Types o f
Writing Courses Taught by the Responding Teachers .

As Table 11.2 shows, students at all three academic levels enroll in
all ten types of writing courses for which we received information about the
academic levels of students.

Within the set of four freshman-level courses, the average nunber of
sophanoiie enrollees increases as orie moves from developmmtal or remedial
writing courses to third-semester or -quarter cowses. In fact, in this
latter freshman writing course, nearly 20% of the students on the average are
not freshmen; and in the second-semester freshman composition course, over 10%
of the .students are either sophomores or upper-division students.

No coursessophomore composition and creative writingseem typically
to be offered at the sophomore level. Across the country nearly 15% of
students taking courses characterized as sophomore expository writing are
freshmen and nearly 15% are upper-division students. In the sophomore-level
creative writing course, nearly 26% and 28% of the students are either
freshnan or upper-division st udents , respectively. These data probably
indicate that creative writing courses are taught at different levels in
different institutions and that individual courses are open to students at
different levels.
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An interesting question raised by these data is whether some of the
students taking courses designed for an academic level different from their
own are either overprepared or underprepared for the demands of the course.
Having students with widely differing abilities and levels of development can
be a liability for the writing teacher, perhaps forcing the teacher to employ
a variety of instructional strategies that he or she would not have to employ
if the students were all of the same academic level.

The potential constraints on teaching generated by the academic levels
of students may be greatest for upper-divisiOn'courses. Our data seems to
suggest that upper-division writing courses are generally open to lower-
division students. In advanced expository writing courses, nearly 214% of the
enrollees are freshman and nearly 22% are sophomores. Whether these figures
result because many advanced expository writing courses are set at freshman
and sophomore levels or whether they suggest that advanced expository writing
classes tend to be made up of students from several different academic levels
is not clear. Ibwever, if the latter is the case more often than the former,
then the problem of dealing with writers of varying abilities and experience
may be widespread.

Table 11.2 seems to suggest that technical writing courses and business
writing courses are taken either by freshmen or juniors. This is somewhat
misleading because the figures reported in Table 11.2 include responses from
teachers in two-year colleges where such courses are often offered only at the
freshman Level. Nevertheless, even among the four-year institutions and
universities, over 140% of the students in these upper-division courses are
either freshmen or sophomores.

II. 3. COMPOSITION CLASS SIZES

The nunber of students enrolled in a composition class is another
important constraint on teaching. It seems likely that the amount of time a
teacher can devote to a particular student and the amount of writing required
of that student deorease in proportion to the nunber of students in a given
class. Class size also influences the effectiveness of the instructional
methods and activities the teacher employs. For example, if teachers elect to
devote some portion of class time to discussing assigned readings, students in
larger classes may be less inclined to participate than students in smaller
classes. In addition, in larger classes teachers may be less willing to use
such instructional techniques as workshopping or conferencing because of the
lower probability of giving students immediate feedback on their writing.

We have virtually no information about the specific ways in which class
size affects writing instruction among the teachers who responded to our
survey, though we, like many others, generally subscribe to the notion that
fewer students per class results in better teaching. We present our findings
with the hope that others will see fit to investigate the possible
relationships between composition course class size and instructional
effectiveness. Our findings are summarized in Table 11.3
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Course Type N of N of
Teachers Sections

Avg. Class
Si ze

Developmental 49 103 18. 3
Freshman (1st

Semester) 138 315 23. 1
Freshman (2nd

Semester) 83 178 22. 9
Freshman (3rd

Semester) 13 30 23..4
Sophomore 5 11 15. 9
Adv. Expository 37 63 17.3
Technical 13 26 21. 0
Business 11 19 23. 6
Creative 7 13 13. 7
"Other" 24 36 20.0

TOTALS 378 797 21. 5

Table II .3. Average Number of Students Enrolled
in Canposition Classes Taught by the Responding
Teachers.

Table II .3 can be divided into four sections: 'freshman writing courses
(the first four courses listed) , nonfreshman writing courses (the next five
courses listed) , "other" writing courses (a category of miscellaneous courses
we will not discuss) , and all courses (respresented by "TOTALS").

The 797 writing classes taught by the teachers responding to our survey
have an average class size of 21.5 students. We find it encairaging that of
the four freshman courses,' developmental classes enroll the fewest average
number of students, 18. 3. Although an even smaller nunber is probably
desirable, this average suggests that the institutions represented by the 49
responding teachers who teach this course recognize that teaching writing to
developmental students makes more and different demands on teachers than
teaching writing to nondevelopmental studentsf. Canpared with other freshman
composition classes, developmental classes ale on the average 20.8% smaller
than first-semester classes, 20.1% smaller t an second-semester classes, and
21.8% smaller than third-semester/-quarter c asses. The .average class sizes
Of these other three freshman courses differ at most, by only 0.5 students.
This sMall difference suggests that either the responding teachers or their
institutions or both do not consider class s ze in nondevelopmental freshman ,
courses as important as in developmental cour s.

Greater variation in average class si ze obtains for the five .
nonfreshman courses listed in Table II .3. Tlie range among these courses is
from 13.7 students in creative writing clas s to 23.6 in business writing
classes, a range which might suggest that the pecial demands of more advanced

r) 07.
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writing courses are accommodated by lower enrollment ceilings than those
typically used for nondevelopmental freshman writing courses. Within this
range in average class size, we see that the nonfreshman course having the
largest average class size, business writing, enrolls on the average nearly
142% more students per class than the nonfreshrnan course with the smallest
average class size, creative writing. Of the five courses in this group, all
except business writing have smaller classes on the average than the three
nondevelopnental freshman writing courses; and three of the fivesophomore
composition, advanced expository writing, and creative writing--have smaller
average class sizes than freshman developmental writing courses. Creative
writing courses, which often enroll students who see thems,---dves as good
writers already, have an average class size that is 25.1% mailer than that
for developnental writing courses, courses which enroll the poorest students.

The smaller class sizes of nonfreshman courses may result from
institutional decisions. It may be that institutions see the teaching of
advanced writing courses as involving greater demands on teachers than do
courses at the freshman level, that institutions simply cannot afford the
luxury of smaller classes in freshman courses (which, as reported in our
survey of writing program directors, account for 86.15% of all college writing
courses taught in this country; see note 11), or that freshmen deserve less
attention in their writing courses,than do advanced students.

II. 4. RECIIIRED USE OF COMMON SYLLABI

Just as the distribution of students of different academic levels in
writing classes and the average size of composition classes are important
constraints that may affect the teaching of' writing, so too may be requiring
the use of common course syllabi. The effects of such a requirement can be
many, and they can be either positive or negative, depending on the particular
course, program, and institution involved. One effect of requiring teachers
to follow a common syllabus may be a clearer understanding, on the part of
students and teachers, of the specific goals and objectives of the course.
Another effect may be that students exiting from a course with a common
syllabus will do so with a common set of skills and abilities, thus allowing
teachers and administrators to plan more easily the nature of sUbsequent
courses.

While the required use of common syllabi may affect a course or program
positively, it may also affect the course or program negatively. Some
teachers, for example, complain that common syllabi are often restrictive,
forcing them to teach material that they consider unimportant or
uninteresting, to use instructional methods with which they are not
comfortable, to espouse theories in which they place little confidence. .0ther
teachers see the required use, of common syllabi as a threat to academic
freedom, as it may indeed be in some cases.

Whatever their virtues and their vices, common syllabi are often
required in composition programs. Cur intent in this seCtion is not to weigh
the pros and cons of requiring teachers to use common syllabi in their writing

ri
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courses. Our only intent is to provide a general indication of how widespread
the required use of common syllabi is in freshman and nonfreshman writing
courses, for the use of common syllabi may indicate something of the internal
consistency of writing programs. air findings appear in Table 11.4

Co ur se Lev el and N of % of Teachers Re-
Institutional Teachers quired to Follow a

Type Cour se Syllabus

FresiTnan Level

NO -Ye a r 18 44
Pr iv Four-Year 45 40
Publ Four-Year 53 49
Priv University 22 23
Publ Univer sit y 43 40

TOTALS 181 41

Upper-Division Level

Two-Year 6 1 7

Pr iv Four-Year. 22 23
Publ Four-Year 22 7
Pr iv Univer sity 12 17
Publ (*liver sit y 29 10

TOTALS 91 15

Table 11.4. Percentage of Responding Teachers Re-
quired to Follow' Course Syllabi in Freshman and
Upper-Division Writing Courses.

Table 11.4 shows that between 40% and 49% of two-year colleges, private
and public four-year institutions, and public universities require their
teachers to use common syllabi in freshman-level writing courses. As Table
11.4 also shows, only 23% of the teachers of freshman writing courses in
private universities are required to follow a common syllabus. This may
indicate that departments in private universities exert substantially less
influence over their writing teachers than do departments in other types of
institutions. Of the five classes of teachers, a larger percentage of public
four-year teachers are required to use common syllabi than teachers in any of
the other classes.

We find it interesting that the teachers in four-year public
institutions represent the faculty group with the greatest amount of formal
training in rhetoric and composition, both with respect to the average nunber
of credits earned and with respect to the average nunber of faculty who have
completed at least one rhetoric-related graduate course (see Table 1.8 above).
In contrast, private universities have the smallest percentage of teachers who
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have completed at least one graduate rhetoric-related course, as we have
broadly defined "rhetoric-related" (see again Table 1.8 above). We would not
conclude from this that in all cases the teachers least prepared to teach
writing receive the least guidance and are the mosi free to determine course
content and teaching methods, but the data clearly suggest that there is a
substantial difference in administrative procedure and teaching philosophy
between private universities and public four-year colleges.

Table II.14 also shows that, as might be expected, the percentages of
institutions requiring the Use of common syllabi in upper-division courses are
Considerably smaller than those for the required use in freshman cour se s.
These lower percentages are not unexpected, for a nurnber of reasons. First,
larger percentages of upper-division writing courses are taught by tenured and
tenure-track faculty than of' freshman courses, as we learned from our previous
survey of writing program directors (see note 12). Second, the smaller
percentages probably reflect the fact that fewer sections or classes are
typically offered of upper-division courses than of freshman courses, perhaps
allowing whatever coordinatiln is needed among teachers of upper-division
courses to take place on a more or less informal basis. Third, the lower
percentages may reflect a more pluralistic view of the teaching of writing at
the upper-division level.



CHAPTER III

CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION

IN COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY WRITING COURSES

III. -1. INTRODUCTION

The present chapter focuses on several aspects of teaching composition.
In this chapter we examine both curricular and instructional aspects of
writing courses, although we have found it impossible to maintain rigorous
distinctions between the two. The four major sections which follow tend to
focus both on what is taught in composition courses and on how composition is
taught. We leave fine distinctions between what and how, between curriculum
and instruction, to our able readers.

In the section immediately following the present one, we report on the
amount of writing required in composition courses of various types, an aspect

. of writing course which to.uches...o.n..both curricular and instructional.matters.

In the third section, we examine the uses of writing in the composition
courses taught in five different types of institutions. For this third
section, we adapted to our own purposes the taxonomy Arthur Applebee employed
in his recent study of writing in secondary schools (see note 13). We are

concerned in this chapter with the kinds of writing sttxlents are expected and
taught to write. In particular, we focus on what we c al 1 mechanical,
persuasive and informative, expressive, and creative uses of writing.

The fourth section examines curricular activities used in the teaching
of writing. We refer to these activities as curricular rather than

instructional activities because, though they canbine curriculun and

instruction, they seem to us to denote what-is-taught rather than how-i -is--
taught. In other words, these activities seem to reflect the content that
teachers teach. In some cases, the content requires students to learn bodies
of knowledge; in other cases, it requires students to learn how to use

processes, associated with writing. This fourth section contains1 three

subsections--one each devoted to curricular activities employed in

developnental freshman, nondevelopmental freihman, and nonfreshman writing
cour se s .

In the fifth and final section, we report on the percentage of
teachers' time given over to different types of instruction. Obviously, the
emphasis in the fifth section is on instruction rather than curriculum,' on how
teachers choose to teach writing courses rather than on what they tach in
them.

From the sections included in the present chapter, we hope will emerge
a better and clearer--even if imperfect--picture of both curricitlar and

instructional concerns in the teaching of writing in colleges and universities

2 7
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in this country.

III. 2. AMOUNT OF WRITING IN DIEF-ER-ENT COURSES

Many composition specialists and teachers of writing have argued that
nothing teaches writing so weIl as the act of writing itself; and it is our
assunption that students who are not required to write in their composition
classes are not likely to improve their writing skills. However, as far as we
know, the literature on composition provides no reliable evidence that this or
that amount of writing will produce better student writers at the college
level than some other amount.

In ow survey of the best writing teachers, we attempted to determine
how much writing of original texts is done in different types of writing
cour se s . In this section we report both the average number of pages in
original texts as well as the standard deviations for ten kinds of writing
courses plus a category of "other" writing courses.

The standard deviations are generally quite large, indicating that even
among the best composition teachers there is considerable difference in the
anount of writing assigned. We can't really tell how much this variation is.
due to the teachers' own beliefs about the optimal anount of writing that
should be done or how much is due to institutional constraints beyond the
teachers' control.

The amount of variance in the responses is one reason for interpreting
the present results cautiously. Another reason is that the teachers -used
three different wits of measure in responding to our question. Some
responded in terms of the total nunber of "papers," some in terms of the total
nixnber of "pages," and some in terms of the total nunber of "words" written
per cowse. We converted all teachers' responses into numbers of pages,
assuning as did the survey question that there are about 150 Words per
handwritten page. When we were not fairly sure which unit a particular
teacher's response was couched in, we excluded that teacher's answer from
analysis. Even so, we can not be sure that this procedwe did not change the
distribution of responses. A third reason for exercising caution in
interpreting ow findings is that the nunber of classes which represent
certain types of courses is quite wall: although generalizing from
observations of six or nine is not uncommon in some composition research,
doing so is extremely dangerous..

With these cautions stated, we summarize our findings in Table

:33
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Type of Course N Avg. No. of S. D.
Pages per
Semester

Freshman Developmental
Introductor (Non-

Credit) 16
Remedial/De elopnental

Writing ( edit) 37

Freshnan Nondevelopnental
Introducto

tory
y Exposi-,

1141

Introducti n to Liter-
ature & Critical
Writing

Composition: Special
Topics

36

9

Advanced
Vocational/ Technical

Writing 7
Adv anced Ex positor y

Writing 140

Business Writing 6
Technical Writing 9
Creative Writing 9

25.7 19.5

36.5 21.1

143.1 28.5

32.9 20.2

149.14 147.1

146.7 28. 9

46. 8 25. 3
35. 0 15. 6
143.1 214. 1

58. 9 31. 0

Table 111.1. Average Number of Pages Written in
Composition Courses of Different Types.

For purposes of discussion, the courses listed in Table 111.1 can be
,divided into three groups: developnental courses, nondevelopnental freshman
courses, and advanced courses. While these divisions work for the vast
majority of the the classes represented in Table 111.1, it should be noted
that in four instances, business writing courses, technical writing courses,
and creative writing courses are taught at the freshman level. We justify
including such courses among advanced cour'ses because they seem to have less
in common with freshman courses than with advanced courses. In addition to
the reports on the classes represented ib Table 111.1, we received reports on
18 writing classes which fell into none of the categories specified.

The average amount of writing required in the two developnental courses
differ not unexpectedly: students enrolled in credit-bearing developnental
courses write more than students enrolled in developnental courses for which
no credit is granted. Students in the former type of course are required to
write, on the average, 10.8 or 30% more pages than students in noncredit
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developmental classes. In fact, of 'all the courses listed in Table 111.1, the
least amount of original writing occurs in noncredit developnental courses.
This is riot a surprising finding since many of the students enrolled in such
courses have had no or little previous experience doing writing of any kind.

Within the set of three freshman writing courses, the most 'writing
occurs not in introductory expository writing courses as might be expected but
in composition courses focusing on special topics, such as technology and
American society, the roles of men and women, or art history. Students in
such special topics cOurses write on the average about 13% more pages than
their counterparts in freshman expository writing courses. Of the three
freshmanlevel writing courses, those titled "literature and critical writing"
require the least amount of writing. Students in these courses write on the
average ..about 25% fewer pages than students in freshman expository writing
courses and nearly 44% fewer pages than students enrolled in special topics
courses at the fresiman level. Of all the courses listed in Table 111.1, only
noncredit developnental courses require less writing from students than
courses focusing on literature and critical writing.

Six of the courses listed in Table 111.1 are advanced courses. Of

these courses, creative writing courses require the largest average amount of
writing from they students, while business writing courses require the

smallest average amount. The average nunber of pages written in these two
types of courses seems to complement the average nunber of students enrolled
in them, as reported in Table 11.3 in the previous chapter. Creative writing,
the advanced course with the snallest average nunber of students, requires the
largest average nunber of pages, while business writing, the advanced course
with the largest average nunber of students, requires the smallest average
nunber of pages. Only students in noncredit developmental writing courses and,
in literature and critical writing courses produce less original writing than
do students in business writing courses; and no students write more than
students in creative writing courses.

The largest nunber of advanced classes represented in Table III.1--and
perhaps the only advanced class with a large enough nunber of responses to
allow generalizations--come under the heading of advanced expository writing
courses. Students in these 40 classes write, on the average, 46.8 pages.
This figure represents only 8% more writing than is required from students in
introductory expository writing courses at the freshman level, the course
category with 141 classes and thus best represented in our sample.

Our discussion of Table 111.1 has centered almost exclusively on the
mean s or aver ages reported for the v ar ious co ur ses. Perhaps even more
important for an understanding of the data presented in this section is the
variablity in responses indicated by the standard deviations. The amount of
writing required in similarly titled, writing courses taught by different
teachers in different types of institutions varies so much that it almost does
not Make sense to talk about an "average" amount of writing for a particular
courSe.

Consider,, for example, the courses most frequently offered--
introductory freshman expository writing, advanced expository writing,
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literature and critical writing, and credit-bearing developmental writing
cour se s . Teachers of the most frequently offered course, introductory
expository writing it the freshman level,, require 43.1 pages, on the average,
from their students. But the standard deviation of 28.5 pages indicates that
the actual nunbers of pages reported by the teachers cover quite a range.
Going back to the original data, we found that for introductory expository
writing thene was a practical minimurn of about 2 0 pages required. About 13%
of the teachers said they required 20 pages, but only 5% said they required
fewer than 20 pages. At the other end of the spectrun, almost 15% of the
teachers of introdtictory expository writing required over 60 pages from their
students.

The standard deviations in the amount of writing required in the other
cotrses listed in Table 111.1 are equally large. Thi,s indicates that, as was
the case for introductory expository writing, the amounts of writing reported
by the teachers vary considerably. For those cotrses, too, there is a little
conformity among teachers coricerning the am unt of writing appropriate for
such courses.

The point of this focus on the standard deviations reported in Table
111.1 is, of cotrse, that means or averages by themselves are at least
mislead ing , level ing out impor tan t ç1ifferences within a given sample
population. We believe that the amount of variability in the amount of
writing required in classes of a particular type is as important as the
average. When viewed together with the standard deviations, however, the
means do yield fairly good descriptions of the various sample populations
reported in Table 111.1.

We also looked at the amount of writing teachers require of students in
introductory frestinan canposition cotrses in different types of institutions.
These data are presented in Table 111.2.
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Type of Institution N Avg. No. of S. D.
Pages per
Semester

Two-year 13 30.9 9. 8
Pr iv ate 3

Four-year 36 51.3 38. 2
Public

Four-year 42 41. 9 28. 3
Pr iv ate

Univer sit y 17 38. 8 1 7. 5
Public

University 33 10. 0 23. 1

ALL 1141 143. 1 28. 5

Table 111.2. Average Nunber of Pages Written in
Introductory Expository Writing Courses in Different
Types of Institutions.

Table 111.2 demonstrates the variability of responses both within and
across institutions. Teachers in private four-year colleges require the most
writing in their introductory canposition courses, over 50 pages per semester..
Teachers in two-year colleges require the least, only about 30 pages. This
suggests that what happens .in the two-year college course may be quite
different from what happens in the private university.

Table 111.2 also shows how much diversity there is within institutional
type. The amount of writing required by teachers of introductory expository
writing varies considerably within institutional type. Only teachers fran
two-year colleges showed a modest amount of agreement. Even their responses
had a standard deviation of about ten pages. Responses from all the other
groups of teachers varied even more widely. For example, the standard
deviation for private four-year colleges, where teachers require an average of
about 50 pages from their students, is almost 40 pages. This shows that
individual teachers in private four-year colleges require vastly different
amounts of writing from their students. In fact, a review of the original
data shows that although the average amount of writing required by those
teachers is 51.3 pages, almost 45% of the teachers said they require only 30
pages or fewer and 17% said they require 60 pages or more.

The variation in the responses of teachers from other institutional
types is canparable to that for teachers from private four-year colleges. As
a result, talking about the amount of writing required by teachers from
different institutional types in terms of "averages" may be misleading. Since
we only surveyed at most two teachers per institution, we cannot be sure of
high variability in amount of writing per course within individual
institutions, but we suspect that it may be nearly as high as that across
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institutions. In any case, the data raise the question of how much control
Writing programs actually have over the amount of writing done in their

co ur se s .

III. 3. TYPES OF WRITING IN WRITING COURSES

Perhaps as important as the amount of writing done in composition
courses are the types or uses of the writing students do. The various types
of writing in composition classes may reflect both curricular and

instructional matters. Some types of writing May be taught systematically;
others may simply be used to determine how much students know about a topic or
to help them learn about their -topic. In the present section, we focus on
four general categories of use which we adapted from Applebee's survey of
writing in secondary schools: (-1) mechanical, (2) informational and

persuasive, (3) expressive, and (4) creative or imaginative. For each of the
general categories we list a nunber of specific uses of writing that fall
under that category. For example, .under "Persuasive te' Informative Uses of
Writing" in Table 111.4 we list "presenting information," "proving a thesis,"
"exploring a problem," "persuading audiences," and "other persuasive &

informative uses of writing."

We were not able to find out how much students write in each of the
uses, only how many teachers require at least some writing in those uses.

While we would like to have collected information on the uses of writing in
composition courses of various types, we were not able to do so. Thus the

information presented in this section is pooled across different types of
writing courses. That is to say, the nature of our data precluded making
distinctions between, say, the uses of writing in developmental classes and
advanced expository writing classes. Such distinctions, howver, should be
explored.

Another problem with the results presented in this section is that the
meaning of some of the categories listed under the four "uses" of writing is
ambiguous, making interpretation all the more difficult. For example, We have

only a general idea of what the responding teachers had in mind when they
indicated whether they required students to "express" themselves in writing.

The percentages of teachers from different types of institutions who
require different uses of writing in their writing courses are summarized in
Table 111.3 through Table 111.6.
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Mechanical 2-Yr

Uses of Writing
(N=17)

Priv

14-Yr"

(N=1414)

Publ

14-Yr

(N:148)

Priv

Un iv

(N=21)

Publ

Un iv

(N=37

All

)(N=167 )

Multiple-choice
examinations 5. 9 1 5. 9 6. 3 1 9. 0 10.8 11.14

Fill-in-the-blank
exerc ises 5. 9 18.2 10.14 1 9. 0 8. 1 12. 6

Shor t-an swer exer-

cise s 29.14 140. 9 22. 9 147.6 27. 0 32.3
Copying/ tran scr ibing 5. 9 9.1 14. 2 114.3 8.1 7. 8

Taking dictation 5. 9 11.14 2. 1 2. 7 14. 8

Than slating ---- 14.2 ---- 1.2

No te ta king 11. 8 2 9. 5 20.8 1 9. 0 214. 3 22. 8

Other "mechanical
uses" 5. 9 22. 7 16. 7 23. 8 10.8 1 6. 8

Table III .3. Percentage of Responding Teachers Requiring
Different "Mechanical Uses of Writing" in Composition
Courses (N=167).

Persuasive &

Informative
2-Yr Pr iv

14-Yr

Publ

14-Yr

Pr iv

Un iv

Publ

Un v

Al l

Uses of Writing (N=17) (N=1414) (N=148) (N=21) (N=37) (N=167)

Presenting infor-
mation 82.14 77.3 62. 5 71.14 67. 6 70. 7

Proving a thesis 614.7 814.1 6 8.8 90. 5 7 8.14 7 7.2

Ex plor ing a problem 70. 6 72. 7 614. 6 71 .14 614. 9 68. 3

Persuading audiences 7 0,6 6 5. 9 614. 6 7 6. 2 70.3 6 8. 3

Other persuasive & in-

formatives uses o f
writing 58. 8 514. 5 52. 1 147. 6 145. 9 14 9. 1

Table III .14. Percentage of Responding Teachers Re quiring
Persuasrve & Informative "Uses of Writing" in Their Canposi-
tion Cour se s (N=1 67 ).



Personal &
Expressive
Uses of Writing

Expressing oneself
Writing in journals/

diaries
/ Writing personal let-/ ter s/no.te s

Other per sonal/ex-
pressive "use of
Wr iting"

35

2-Yr Priv
14-Yr

Publ
4-Yr.

Priv
Un iv

Publ
Univ

All

(N=17) (N=1414) (N=148 ) (N=2 1 ) (N=3 7 ) (N=1 67 )

47. 1 45. 5 45. 8 38. 1 54. 1 46. 7

11.8 31.8 27.1 28,6 37.8 29.3

11.8 18.2 16.7 4.8 21.6 16.2

17.6 22.7 18.8 23.8 16. 2 19.8

Table III .5. Percentage of Responding Teachers Requiring
Personal & Expressive "Use s of Writing" in Their Composition
Courses (N=167).

Creative
Uses of Writing

/

2-Yr

(N=17)

Pr i v
4-Yr

(N=1414)

Publ
14-Yr

(N=148)

Pr v
Univ

(N=21)

Publ
Un iv

(N=37)

All

(N=167)

Writing stories 17. 6 18.2 16.7 9. 5 10. 8 15.0
Wr iting poemis 23. 5 15. 9 12. 5 4. 8 10. 8
Writing plajs 5. 9 2,3 4.2 4.8 3.0Other creaive "uses

of writihg" 15.9 114.6 14.3 27.0 16.2
,Z.

Table iii .6. Percentage of Responding Teachers Requiring
Creative "Uses of Writing" in Their Composition Course s
(N=167).

1 Of the four i general categorie s into! which the uses of writing are
clasSi fied and presented in Tables 111.3 thrugh 111.6 , the most important i s
cl earl y "Persuasive & In formative Use s7" Of the par7ticular uses of writingthat fall under thi general category,, the ost often required is "proving athesis," which is required by 77. 2% of th 167 responding teachers. The
second most often required i s "presenting information ," which i s required by
70. 7% of the teachers. Cnly sl ightly fewer teachers (68. 3%) in allinstitutions require students to use writing to "explore a prbblem" or to"per suade audiences."

1

The highest percentage of teachers within institutional type to require
students to use writing to "prove a thesis" occurs in private universities ,

Li .
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with 90.5% of the teachers having this requirement. The next highest
percentage is for teachers in private fouryear institutions, with 34.1% of
the teachers requiring this use of writing. Using writing to "present
inforbation" is required by a higher percentage of teachers (82.14%) in two
year colleges than in any other type of institution, and fewer teachers
(62.5%) in public f,)uryear institutions require this use than do teachers in
any other type of school.

The percentage of teachers in different types of institutions requiring
their students to use writing to "explore a problem" varies only slightly,
ranging from 614.6% in public fouryear institutions to 72.7% in private four
year institutions. Nevertheless, 68.3% of the 167 responding teachers require
this use of writing, the same percentage which requires students to use
writing to "persuade audiences." However, fOr this latter category,
differences across types of institutions are somewhat larger,, ranging from
64.6% in public fouryear institutions to 76.2% in private universities.

Of the four general categories represented in Tables 111.3 through
111.6 above, "Expressive & Personal Uses of Writing', is second in importance,
ranking after "Persuasive & Informative Uses." Within this general category,
using writing to "express oneself" is required by the largest percentage
(146.7%) of the 167 responding teachers. Expressive use of writing is most
often required by teachers in public universities (by 514.1% of the teachers)
and least often by teachers in private universities (by 38.1% of the
teachers). The second most frequently required "expressive" use is "writing
in journal s/ diar ies." Of the 167 responding teachers, 29.3% require this
"expressive" use. Journal or diary writing is required most by teachers in
public universities (37.8%) and least by teachers in tyroyear colleges
( 11. 8%) .

Of the two remaining major uses of writing--the mechanical and the
creative--the mechanical uses seem the most important in college composition
classes. As Table 111.3 indicates, the mechanical uses of writing seem to be
more important in private fouryear institutions and private universities than
in the other three types of schools. Of all the mechanical uses of writing,
"shortanswer exercises" are required by the largest percentage of responding
teachers (32.3%). "Shortanswer exercises" are required by 147.6% and 140.9% of
the responding teachers from private fouryear institutions and universities,
respectively, compared with 29.4% of the twoyear college teachers, the group
with the next highest percentage. Two other mechanical uses ("multiplechoice
ex am in ation s" and " fillinthebl ank ex erc ise s" ) al so appear to be more
important in these two types of private institutions than they are in the
remaining three types of institutions. "Copying/transcribing" appears to be
most important in private universities, and "taking dictation" seems most
important in private fouryear institutions. Of all the mechanical uses of
writing listed in Table 111.3, "notetaking" is second in occurrence, being
required by 22.8% of the 167 responding teachers. This mechanical use of
writing was cited most often by teachers from private fouryear institutions
(29.5%) and least often by teachers from twoyear colleges (11.8%).

Creative or imaginative use s of writing apparently do not figure
importantly in college writing classes, with only 15% of the 167 responding

rgr,
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teachers requiring their students to "write stories" and only 10. 8% requiring
them to "write poems," the two types of creative writing most often cited.
About the same percentage of teachers from two-year colleges and private and
public four-year schools require their students to write stories. Of the
teachers from the five types of instiutions, a higher percentage from two-
year institutions (23.5%) require their students to write poems than do
teachers from any other type of school.

Table 111.3 through Table 111.6, although they are somewhat difficult
to interpret in very specific ways, do indicate that the major emphasis in
teaching writing centers on informative and persuasive uses of writing. This
heavy emphasis on informative and persuasive uses may reflect a commitment to
prepare students to produce texts for other academic courses in which they
will enroll during their educational careers and a commitment to prepare
students to write the types of texts they will probably have to write after
they leave college and enter the world of work. Although we have no evidence
from the data we collected that these two commitments underlie the required
uses of writing, these conclusions appear to us to be at least possible and
reasonable.

There are a few patterns that seem to hold true across different
institutional types. Teachers in private institutions, as described above,
tend to 'put the most emphasis on mechanical uses of writing. -They tend to
employ multiple-choice exams, fill-in--the-blank exercises, and short-answer
exercises considerably more often than teachers in public institutions.
Another generalization that cuts across types of institutions is that teachers
in four-year colleges--both public and private--seem to spend more time on
creative writing than do teachers in universities. In themselves these
findings may not mean much, but coupled with other evidence they may help
build a picture of composition teaching in different types of institutions.

III. 4. CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES IN WRITING COURSES

This section of our report examines curricular activities which the
responding teachers use in three different types of composition courses:
remedial/developmental writing courses; nondevelognental freshman courses; and
nonfreshman courses. To gather these data, we presented the teachers with a
list of 40 different curricular activities and asked them to indicate how
often they used these activities in their courses. The teachers indicated the
frequency of use along a five-point scale ranging from 1 to 5. By circling
"1," a teacher indicated that the particular activity was "not used at all."
A "2" indicated that the activity was,"rarely" used, a "3" that it was used
"occasionally," a "4" that it was used "often," and a "5" that it was used
"very often." Teochers were asked to respond for both the first, second, and
third semesters/quarters for the writing courses they taught during the

previous academic year. However, because a very limited number of teachers
provl.ded information about third semester/quarter courses, we have chosen to
focus on only the two earlier courses.

For both semesters' courses, we calculated an average response between

V L./
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"1" and "5 for the teachers responding. We also calculated the variance for
each activity in each course for each of the two semesters. The variance
gives an indication of the amount of variability in the sample with respect to
the responses for a given ci...'ricular activity.

For the sake of brevity, we report only on those cUrricular activities
for which means of 3.00 or greater were calculated. A mean of 3.00 would
indicate "occasional" use. Iri the three following tables we have ranked-
ordered the activities according to the frequency of use in first-semester
courses, with the most frequently used activites appearing first. The means
and the variances for second-semester courses appear in the two right-hand
columns of the tables present:ed in the following sections.

III. 4. 1. Remedial/Developmental Writing Courses

The most frequently used curricular activities in

remedial/developmental courses during both the first and second semesters are
presented in Table 111.7.
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Curricular Activity

Discussing topic/thesis

1st Semester
Mean Var

2nd

Mean
Semester

Var

statements 4.26 0. 71 4. 13 O. 85

Doing rev isin z/ ed iting of

students' pa pers 4.17 O. 90 4 50 O. 64

Discussing paragraph
development 4. 13 O. 78 4. 13 0. 66

Discussing methods of
rev ising/editing 4. 11 0. 74 4. 32 O. 80

Discussing naragraph
organization LI. 11 0. 79 4. 09 0. 72

Discussing mechanics 3. 98 O. 91 3. 87 O. 57

Discussing essay organi-
zation 3. 96 1. 30 4.26 O. 57

Di scusSing essay develop-
ment 3. 88 1. 33 4. 23 O. 57

Doing prewriting 3. 82 1. 14 3. 96 O. 86

Doing in-class essay wr i-
ting 3. 72 O. 94 3. 95 0. 85

Discussing inv ention/ pre-
wr iting/brain storming 3. 68 1.15 3. 86 O. 70

Having students read and
coment on one another' s
wr iting 3. 55 1. 25 4. 13 O. 76

Having teacher analyze stu-
dents' writing orally 3. 52 1. 46 3. 57 1. 44

Teaching standard usage 3. 50 1. 82 3. 41 1. 30

Anal yzing audiences for
writing 3. 14 1. 12 3. 57 O. 66

Doing sentence-combining
exercises 3. 09 1. 63 3. 05 1. 28

Table 111.7. Frequency of Curr icular Activities in Fir st-
Semester (N=53) and Second-Semester (N=23) Remedial/Developmental
Writing Courses.

Table 111 .7 indicates that "discussing topic/thesis statements" is the
mo st frequently occurring curr icular activity in first-semester
remedial/developmental cour se s , while "doing reV ising/ editing of students'
pa per s" is the most frequently used curricular activity in second-semester
Cour ses. Of the 16 curricular activities used more than "occasionally" in
fir st- and second-semester remedial/developmental cour ses , "doing sentence-

corn bining activ ities" occur s the least often . Three activities--"discussing
essay develorxnent ," "having students read and comment on one another' s

wr iting," and "analyzing audiences for writing"--seem to be considerably more
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important in second-semester courses than they are in first-semester courses,
while the reported means would seem to suggest that the 13 remaining
curricular activities are used about as often during the first semester as
during the second.

It should be noted that nine of 16 curricular activities listed for the
first-semester remedial/developmental courses have variances larger than one,
indicating that many teachers use those activities "rarely" or "not at all"
while many use them either "often" or "very often." It is alsol interesting to
note that the variances listed rot.' the second-semester developmental courses
are usually smaller than those reported for first-semester courses and that
only three of those activities have variances greater than one. Together
these two observations suggest that teachers of second-semester developnental
courses are perhaps more in agreement about the kinds of curricular activities
that should be used than are teachers of first-semester courses.

III. 4. 2. Nonremedial/Nondevelognental Freshman
Wr iting Courses

The results of our survey of curricular activities in first- and
second-semester nonremedial/nondevelopmental freshman classes appear in Table
III .8. In the present section we simply refer to these course's as "freshman
wr iting cour se s ."

0
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Curricular Activities 1st Semester
Mean Var.

2nd Semester
Mean Var.

Discussing essay development 14.37 0. 69 14. 26 0. 76

Discussing essay organiza-
tion 14.33 0. 62 14. 21 0. 83

Discussing methods of revis-
ing/editing 14.1 8 0. 80 14. 12 0.714

Discussing topic/thesis
statements 14.1 7 0.97 14. 014 1.15

Doing rev ising/ed iting 14. 06 0. 914 14. 07 1. 114

Discussing paragraph de-
velopment 3.99 0. 714 3. 714 1. 11

Discussing paragraph organi-
zation 3. 91 0. 83 3. 63 1. 32

Having students read and
coment on one another's
writing 3. 68 1.144 3.67 1.62

Discussing invention/pre--
writing/brainstorming 3. 63 1. 314 3.35 1. 61

Analyzing audiences for
writing 3.1414 0.90 3.148 1. 08

Doing prewriting 3. 38 1.58 3. 13 1.67
Doing in-class essay wri-

ting 3.2 5 1.0 8 3. 05 1.18
Having teacher analyze stu-
dents' wri,ting orally 3. 214 1. 214 3.2 5 1. 19

Discussing mechanics 3. 22 O. 89 2. 91 0. 83

Discussing rhetorical theory 3.1 8 1.59 3.09 1.63
Teaching standard usage 3. 11 1.1414 3.15 1.149

Developing library skills 2. 63 1. 61 3.2 7 2.01

Table 111.8. Frequency of Curricular Activities in First-
Semester (N=126) and Second-Semester (N=93) Freshman Writing
Courses.

Table 111.8 lists 17 curricular activities, all of which are used more
than "occasionally" in either first- or second-semester freshman writing
courses. The most frequently used activities are identical for the first and
second semesters, and the rank orders for the two semesters for these five
activities are nearly identical. Cnly five of the 17 activities are used more
frequently in second-semester courses than in first-semester courses; and the
use of only one of thOse five activities--"developing" library skills"--is
appreciably greater than its use in first-semester courses. The respective
variances for "developing library skills" are, however, considerably
different--1.6 1 in first-semester courses and 2.01 in second-semester. These
large variances suggest that many teachers consider teaching "library skills"
an important aspect of freshman writing and that just as many do not.
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The variances reported for the tw semesters suggest a couple of
important differences. Of the 17 curricular activities, eight have variances
in excess of one for the firstsemester ourses, while 13 of the 17 have
variances in excess of one for the seconds mester courses. In addition, most
of the variances for the 17 activities in rease from the first to the second
semester. In fact, only three of the activities have smaller variances for
the secondsemester courses than they ha e for the firstsemester courses.
These differences in the variances suggest that teachers are perhaps more in
agreement about how to teach firstsemestler freshman courses than they are
about how to teach secondsemester courses

It is instructive to canpare the activities listed in Table 111.8 with
those listed in Table 111.7 for remedial/ evelopmental courses. ally "doing
sentencecombining exercises" appears in able 111.7 but not in Table 111.8.
Of the 17 curricular activities listed 'n Table 111.8 for nondevelopmental
freshman courses, only two do not appea in Table 111.7 for develorxnental
courses--"discussing rhetorical theory" an "developing library skills."

Remedial/developmental and regular freshman courses are similar in
emphasizing revision and editing skil s, but the remedial/developmental
courses emphasize basic essay concepts nd paragraphlevel skills much more
than the regular freshman courses. emedial/developmental teachers gave
"discussing topic/thesis statements" th ir highest average rating, whereas
teachers in regular freshman courses rated it fourth. They gave "discussing
paragraph development" their third highest rating, whereas the teachers of
regular courses rated it sixth. Teachers of remedial/developmental classes
gave "discussing paragraph organization" their fifth highest rating, whereas
teachers of regular classes rated it 'seventh. In addition, teachers of
remedial/developmental courses gave "disOussing mechanics" their sixth highest
rating, whereas teachers of' regular freshman composition classes rated it
fourteenth. As these examples show, remedial/developmental teachers
concentrate much more on paragraphlevel and grammatical skills than do
teachers of regular composition.

Teachers of regular, nonremediali(nondevelomental freshman courses, on
the other hand, focused more on essaylevel skills. They gave "discussing
essay development" their highest rati
teachers rated it seventh. They gave

g, whereas the remedial/developmental
"discussing essay organization" their

second highest r ating , whereas teach rs in remedial/developmental cour se s
rated it eighth. Thus it appears 'that curricular activities differ in
systematic ways across levels of writing courses. This is an important
finding for those working on methods of evaluating writing courses.

III. 4. 3. Nonfreshman Writing Courses

Our survey of the frequency f curricular activities in nonfreshman
writing courses is reported in Table
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Curricular Activities

Discussing methods o f revis-

1st Semester
Mean Var..

2nd Semester
Mean Var..

ing/editing 14. 22 0.59 14. 32 0. 80

Doing rev ising/editing 14 114 1. 014 14.146 O. 93

Discussing essay organization 3. 98 1.141 14. 05 1.09
Discussing essay development 3. 98 1.37 14. 09 1. 014

Analyzing aud iences for wri-
ting 3. 96 1. 06 3. 86 1. 53

Having students read and com-
ment on one another' s wri-
ting 3. 80 1.58 3. 86 1 . 514

Discussing topic/thesis
statements 3. 57 1. 50 3. 62 1. 25

Discussing paragraph organi-
zation 3. 57 1. 00 3.38 1. 55

Discussing paragraph develop-
ment 3. 514 1. 02 3. 57 1. 66

/biting teacher analyzing
students' writing orally 3.146 1. 32 3. 38 1. 35

Discussing invention/pre-
writing/brainstorming 3. 35 1. 51 3.77

,
1.71

Doing prewriting 3. 17 1.61 3. 73 2. 02

Discussing rhetor ical theory 3. 00 1. 79 2. 70 2. 02

Table 111.9. Frequency of Curr icular Activities in Fir st-
Semester (N=147) and Second-Semester (N=21) Nonfreshman Wr i-
ting Courses.

Perhaps the most important aspect of Table 111.9 is that of the 13

activities reported a s being used more than "occasionally" in first- and
second-semester nonfreshman writing cour se s , only one for the first-semester
courses and only two for the second-semester cour se s have variances smaller
than one . This suggests that there is a lot of variability in the kinds of
activities that occur in these classes.

It is instr uctive to canpare the curr icular activities in non fre shman
wr iting classes with those in remedial/developmental and regular freshman
classes. , In remedial/developmental cour se s the main emphases are sentence and
paragraph level skills and revision . In regul ar freshman writing cour se s the
emphases are essay-level skills and revision. In the non freshman courses the
emphasis is even more heavily on revision with "discussing methods of
revising/editing" ran king fir st as opposed to third for regular freshman and
second for remedial/developmental cour ses, "doing revising/editing" ranking
second as opposed to fifth for regular freshman and fourth for
remedial/developmental cour ses, and "having students read and comment on one
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another's writing" ranking sixth as oppposed to eighth for regular freshman
and twelfth for remedial/developmental courses. In these nonfreshman writing
courses, essay-level skills are slightly deemphasized hut still important with
"discussing essay organization" ranking third in nonfreshman as opposed to

second in regular freshman classes and "discussing essay development" ranking
fourth in nonfreshman as opposed to first in regular freshman classes. In the
nonfreshman writing courses, "analysing audiences for writing" ranks fifth,
whereas it ranks tenth in regular freshman classes and fifteenth in

remedial/developnental classes. This pay suggest that more complex essay
level skills are taught in these courses.

Overall, Tables 111.7 t hro ugh 111.9 suggest that while
remedial/developmental, freshman, and rionfreshman courses try to teach similar
paragraph-level, essay-level, and revision skills, there is a reasonable .
progression in complexity and sophistication of curricular activities from
remedial/developmental cour se s to r egular freshman cour ses to non freshman
writing cour se s . This progression probably corresponds to the developing
abilities of the college writer.

III. 5. TIME TEACHERS DEVOTE TO VARIOUS TYPES CF INSTRUCTION

One important aspect of teaching practices it.s how much use teachers
make of different instructional methods. Thus uglike the previous section
where we took a predominantly curricular view 'Eif teaching practice, in the

present section we focus'exclusively on instruction.

The data we report in the present section derive from responses to an
item on our questionnaire asking teachers to indicate what percentage of their.
teaching time is given over to different instructional methods. These data
are summarized by institutional type in Table 111.10.
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/"

Type of
Instr uct ion

Large-Group

% of Teachers'

2-Year Pr iv
14-Yr

Time in Di fferent Institutions

Publ Pr iv Publ All
14-Yr Un iv Un iv

Discussions 22. 1 22.9 23.7 37. 8 32.3 27. 1
Lectures 21.5 1 6. 7 114. 1 12. 2 114. 8 1 5. 5
In-Class Essay
Wr iting 10. 7 10. 3 12. 7 6. 3 9. 7 10.14

Small-Group
Discussions 6. 6 6. 5 12. 1 9.14 12. 5 10.0

Ind iv id ua 1
Tutorials 19. 2 11. 7 8. 6 9. 0 5. 5 9. 8

Out-of-Class Con-
ferenc ing 7. 5 9. 6 11. 5 7. 8 7. /4 9. 2

Classroom
Exercises 5. 1 5. 8 5. 8 2. 8 6. 3 5. 5

Other In-Class
Writing 1. 9 7. 1 5. 7 7.14 14. 0 5.14

Peer-Tutoring 3.2 14.1 2. 6 2. 9 3. 7 3.3
Examinations 1. 8 3. 6 2. 2 1. 8 2. 5 2. 5
In-Class Reading O. 3 1. 6 O. 9 2.3 0. 9 1.2
Canputer-Assisted
Instruction O. 0 O. 1 O. 0 O. 2 O. 3 0. 1

Table III . . Percentage of Teacher s' Time Engaged in Different
Types of Instruction .(N=166) .

As Table III. 10 indicates , the most frequently used type of in str uction
across all in stitutions is "large-group discussions," with 27. 1% of the
teaching time of all responding teacher s given over to thi s method. Of the
teacher s from the five types of institutins , those from un iv er sities devote
more of their teaching time to this meth d than any of the three remaining
groups . In pr iv ate un iv er sities, 37 . 8% of the teacher s' time is spent
conducting "large-group discussions ," and in public univer sities , 32.31 is
spent this way. From 1 0 to 15% less teaching time is so spent in two-year
colleges and in four-year in stitutions .

Giving "lectures" takes up the next greatest amount of teaching time
among teacher s from all institutions collectively. Of all teaching time ,
15. 5% is spent giving lect ures , with the percentage of time in two-year
collegei using this in structional type being somewhat higher than that for the
other institutions.

"In-class essay writing" accounts for the third highest percentage of
teaching time . The lowest percentage for this method of instruction occur s in

A
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university teaching.

Ten percent of all teaching time is given over to conducting "small-
group discussions." More time in public four-year schools and universities is
devoted to leading "small-group discussions" than in the other three types of
institutions.

"Individual tutorials" account for 9.8% of all teaching time, the fifth
highest percentage. Time devoted to such tutorials is highest in two-year
colleges (19.2%) and lowest in public universities (5.5%).

"Out-of-class ,conferencing" accounts for an additional 9.2% of all
instructional time. The highest percentage of time devoted to "conferencing". ...

is in public four-year institutions, followed closely by private four-year
schools.

The remaining types of instruction each account for 5.5% or less of all
teaching time in the five types of institutions collectively.

A
L.



CHAPTER IV

INFLUENCES ON TEACHERS' EVALUATIONS OF

STUDENT WRITING

IV. 1. INTRODUCTION

One of the most important and unique jobs of writing teachers is
marking and evaluating student papers. If there is ever to be a thorough way
of evaluating the performance of teachers in writing courses, it will have to
include a way of assessing both marking and paper grading. In the present
chapter, the emphasis is on the kinds of teit features teachers think
influence them when they grade papers. The following section describes our
method of eliciting this information and our results.

IV. 2. EVALUATING STUDENT WRITING

We tried to elicit from teachers in our survey a response indicating
what they looked for when they evaluated a student paper. To do this we
derived a 52-item questionnaire of cues that might influence a teacher's
grading of a paper, , cues which we identified through interviews with a nunber
of writing teachers. Responding teachers were asked to rate the influence of
each of these 52 cues on a five-point scale ranging from 1 ("very much
influence") to 5 ("no influence"). The teachers' responses are presented in a
series of eight tables. Tables IV.1 through IV.3 make comparisons among the
responses of teachers from different types of institutions. Tables IV.4
through IV.8 surnmarize the responses of teachers from each type or
institution.

In Tables IV.1 through IV.3 we express the teachers' responses in terms_
of rank orders rather than in terms of the mean ratings the teachers gave to
each item. Thus, "appropriateness of essay to writing topic," the cue judged
most important by teachers from two-year colleges with a mean rating of 1.78
(see Table IV.4) , was ranked first for those teachers, while "support for
major ideas" and "quality of ideas," both with the next lowest mean rating,
namely 1.89, tied for the second rank. Cues judged by the tt..2rlhers to have
less importance in influencing their grading of student papers (those with
higher mean ratings) were given correspondingly higher rankings until all

fifty-two cues had been ranked, for each type of institution.

We decided to present the information in this way in order to normalize
the responses by institutional type and to allow a more reasonable canparison
of the results across institutional type. For example, when comparing the way
teachers from two-year colleges and teachers from public universities viewed
the cue "support for major ideas," it seemed to be more telling that teachers
from two-year colleges ranked "support for major ideas" second and teachers

4 7
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from public universities ranked it first than that teachers from two-year
colleges gave it a mean rating of 1.89 compared to 1.97 for teachers from
public universities. Both statements are equally true, and to allow anyone
interested in seeing the ratings rather than the rankings to do so, Tables
IV.4 through IV.8 are provided._ _

Table IV.1, which shows the 14 cues reported to heve the most influence
on the evaluation of student papers, is interesting both for what it says
about the way teachers think they evaluate student writing and for what it
says about the way teachers fran different types of institutions think they
evaluate student writing. Cues listed in Table IV.1 have mean ratings at or
below 2.5 on the 5-point scale, indicating that the teachers believe that
these cues are the most important ones of the 52 in evaluating student
writing.

Rank
for

Cue 2-YR
(N=18)

Rank
for
PRI

4-YR
(Nr.45)

Rank
for
PUB

4-YR
(N=51)

Rank
for
PRI

UNIV
(N=20)

Rank
for
PUB

UNIV
(N=40)

Rank
for

ALL

(N=174)

support for major ideas 2* 1 2* 1 1 1

coherence 11 2 1 6* 8 2

grammatical errors which
inhibit canprehension 4 6 7* Li* 3* 3*

paragraph organization
or structure 5* 3 5* 2 9* 3*

unity of topic 5* 7 2* 3 11* 5

logical reasoning 5* 5 7* 9 3* 6

appropriateness of essay
to writing assignment 1 11* 5* 4* 3* 7

quality of ideas 2* 11* 4 6* 6 8

thesis statements 8* 4 9* 12* 9* 9

level of abstraction/
specificity 14* 17 9* 15* 2 1 0

effectiveness of intro-
ductory section 17* 9* 11 10, 14* 11

accuracy of information 13 2 4 12 6* 11* 12
methods of developnent 2 8 1 6 1 5 12* 1 6 13*
syntactic "fluency" 19* 14* 14 22* 17 13*

Table 11/.1. Most Important Cues for the Evaluation of Student
Writing as Ranked by All Teachers. (Ties within
institutions are indicated by asterisks.)

As Table IV.1 shows, the consensus among teachers from all institutions
is that "support for major ideas" is the cue that influences them most when
they evaluate student pepers. In fact, our system of ranking responses
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indicated that "support for major ideas" is considered either most important
or second most important by teachers from all five types of institutions.
That one out of fiftytwo possible cues would s_o consistently be judged
important suggests that there is more agreement among teachers regarding the
evaluation of student papers than might be expected. On the other hand, the
teachers' ratings of "support for major ideas" show a fairly high variance
(see Tables IV.4 through I1.8). This indicates that within institutional type
there is some disagreement concerning the importance of the cue.

The cue that teachers judge second most influential overall is

"coherence," which is considered especially important by teachers from four
year institutions. "Coherence" varies quite a bit in importance, across
institutional type. Teachers from public fouryear institutions consider -it
the most important cue; teachers from twoyear colleges, on the other hand,
consider ten other cues more important than "coherence" in influencing their
evaluation of student papers.

When we ranked the teachers' responses in terms of mean ratings,
"gr ammatic al errors which in h ibi t comprehension" tied with " par agr a ph

organization or structure" as the third most important cue. "Grammatical
errors which inhibit comprehension" is considered one of the most important
cues by teachers from all institutional types, though .teachers from private
and public fouryear institutions consider the cue of somewhat less important
than did their counterparts in twoyear institutions and universities. The

amount of variation in responses to this cue ranges from moderate to large;
the most variance, the most disagreement over the importance of "grammatical
errors which inhibit comprehension," occurs among teachers from private
universities (see Table IV.7).

"Paragraph organization or structure," the other cue tied for third in
overall importance, has average ratings which place it somewhere between
second and fifth most important for all teachers, except those from public
univer sities.

These four cues have been singled out for discussion because they are
the ones teachers indicated most influence their evaluation of student papers.
The other cues listed in Table IV.1 were judged important as well, but they
will not be discussed individually.

Differences between types of institutions are also evident in Table

IV.1. The teachers in twoyear colleges, for example, are unique in their

views of the importance of the cues. They ascribe disproportionately more
importance to "appropriateness of essay to writing assignment" and "quality of
ideas" and disproportionately less importance to "coherence" than do teachers
in other institutions. The net rankings of cues for teachers from twoyear
colleges are sufficiently different from those of teachers from other

institutional types to suggest that teachers of writing in twoyear colleges
have a substantially different approach to evaluating student papers than
their colleagues in fouryear colleges and universities. 1-bwever, the

ambiguity in such phrases as "appropriateness of essay to writing assignment"
makes it difficult to pin down the nature of that difference.

J .4,
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Teachers fr om fouryear coll eges and un iv er si tie s gener all y g av e

similar ratings for the cues, indicating some agreement in their beliefs

concerning the relative influence the cues have on their evaluation of student

writing. Still, some systematic differences seem to exist. Teachers from

fouryear institutions seem to think that "grammatical errors" have less
relative influence on their grading of papers and "thesis statements" more
influence than do teachers from universities. Teachers from publ ic

institutions tend to place more value on "coherence" and "paragraph
organization" and less on "appropriateness of essay to writing assignment"
than do teachers from private institutions. The meaning and significance of
these differences is necessarily subject to varying interpretations. We

expect that some of these, differences may reflect differing program goals,
curricula, student population, and other variables.

Table IV.2 shows the cues that are considered by all responding

teachers to have a moderate influence on the grading of papers. Cues listed

in this table have mean rat,ings of between 2.5 and 3.0 for all raters,

indicating they are thought to be of some importance in evaluating student
\

writing. Generally, items listed in this table are more specific and less
global than those listed previotisly in Table IV.1. Included in this table are
cues dealing with specific grammar and usage problems, diction, sentence and

paragraph structure, and audience.

For the most part there is agreement among teachers from the different
types of institutions concerning which cues they say influence them more than

others, but a few anomalies stand out. "Topic sentences," with an average
ranking of 17, is the item ranked eighth in importance for teachers from two
year colleges. "Paragraphing," also with an average ranking of 17, is ranked

eighth for teachers in private fouryear colleges. "Originality," with an

average ranking of 19, is ranked seventh for public university teachers.

Potentially more disturbing is the fact that "word choice" is ranked

twentieth by all teachers while "diction" is only ranked twentyeighth. Both

"word choice" and "diction" were included in the list of 52 cues through an
oversight of the researchers. "Word choice was about tenth on the list and

"diction" about fourtieth. Cur inadvertent redundancy, however, does provide

a kind of check on the validity of this particular question. One would

naturally have expected these two cues to be ranked about the same. The

disparity is at least partially explained when one considers how closely the
items in Table IV.2 are bunched together. All have mean ratings of between

2.5 and 3.0 on the 5point scale. Thus, though "word choice" and "diction"
are eight ranks apart out of 52 ranks, their mean ratings are fairly close:
2.60 and 2.72, respectively. This suggests that especially in Table IV.2

where th,= greatest uunching of rankings occurs, only large differences in
rankings should be looked at for possible significance.
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Cue

sentence str ucture
run-on and fused

sentences
par agraphing
topic sentences
or iginality

word choice
density of ideas
redundency of ideas
persuasiveness
accomodation of

audience needs
fragments
transitions
consistent voice
effectiveness of

conclud ing section
diction
jargon/bureaucratic

language
vocabulary
sentence var iety
authentic voice
informational value
punct uation

rhetorical stance
dangling and misplaced

modifiers

Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank

for for for for for for

PRI PUB PRI PUB
2-ifi 14-YR 14-YR UNI V UNI V ALL

(N=18) (N=45) (N=51) (N=20) (N=40) (N=17/4)

17* 9* 13 15* 24* 15

10 11* 18 18* 30 16

114* 8 20* 11 31* 17*

8* 114* 16* 12* 36* 17*

32* 21* 24* 32* 7 19

21* 20 31 18* 11* 20

12 27* 20* 25* 19 21*

14* 18* 214* 32* 20 21*
29* 18* 22 22* 21* 23

32* 314 16* 25* 114* 214

19* 21* 19 25* 36* 25
29* 23 30 214 26* 26*
214* 33 214* 25* 18 26*

21* 25* 32 25* 24* 28*

37* 25* 28* 18* 26* 28*

214* 30* 28* 18* 31* 30

35* 27* , 35* 15* 29 31*

35* 27* 214* 35* 33 31*
21* 141 23 25* 21* 33

314 35 33 32* 26* 314

214* 30* 37* 38* 314 35
11 39* 34 38* 23 36

141 32 39 38* 35 37

Table IV.2. Cues Having Some Importance for the Evaluation of
Student Writing as Judged by All Teachers. (Ties within
institutions are indicated by asterisks.)

Table IV.3 completes the first serie s of tables on the cues to which
the teachers say they respond when evaluating student writing. Table IV.3
contains cues with mean ra'Lings of greater than 3.0 on the 5-point scale,
indicating that the teachers considered these cues to have little to no

influence in their evaluation of studept papers. This does not mean that
items in this table are considered unimportant by teachers, only that teachers
do not think that those cues influence them when they evaluate student papers.
Table IV.3 was provided for the sake of completeness, but it is also revealing
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in its own right. The teachers generally belfeve, for example, that literary
uses of language ("similies" and "metaphors") and "humor" have little or no
influence on their evaluation of papers. "Spelling" is considered of some
influence only by teachers in two-year colleges. "Fssay length," historically
a good predictor of writing quality, is not something teachers say influences
their evaluation of student writing.' Neither is "handwriting" or "neatness."
That so many mechanical aspects of!, writing appear in this table of least
important cue s--spell ing , sentence. 1 ength , capital ization , neatness , and

handrwriting--suggests that writing teachers reject the notion that good
writing is equivalent to mechanical correctness and further suggests that they
are striving to teach something that goes beyond mechanical correctness in
their classes.

Cue

repetition of key

Rank
for

2-YR
(N=18)

Rank
for
PRI

4-YR
(N=45)

Rank
for
PUB

4-YR
(N=51)

Rank
for
PRI

UNI V

(N=20)

words and phrases 39 36 42 31

choice of subject
matter 24* 39* 40 41

par all el i sm 40 37* 37* 425

spelling 29* 42 41

sentence length 42* 37* 35* 143*

essay length 42* 44 44 43*
syllogistic reasoning 45 43 43 45

analogies 47 45 45 35*
ca pi tali zation 46 46 47 48
humor 46* /42* 47* 14 6

metaphors 43* 47* 48 46
en ter tainmen t val ue 148* 51 49* 50
neatness 50 49* 49* 51

simil ies
,

51* 49* 51 49

handwriting/typing 51*, 52 52 52

Rank Rank
for for
PUB

UNI V ALL

(N=40) (N=174)

38* 38*

40 38*
381* 40

41

142 142

43 43
48 44
44 45
47 46*
47 145*

49 48
45* 49
50 50
51 51

52 52

Table IV.3. ,Least Important Cues for the Evaluation of Student
Writing as Ranked by All Teachers. (Ties within institutions
are indicated by asterisks.)

Tables IV.4 through IV.8 show the mean ratings given to the cues by
teachers in different institutional types. It was from these ratings that we
derived Table IV.1 land from similar ratings that we derived Tables IV.2 and

IV.3. Mese tables, provide a summary of the cues that teachers from different
types of institutiotis say affect them most when they evaluate student writing.
Table IV.4 shows the ratings given by teachers from two-year colleges, Table
IV.5 by teachers from private four-year institutions, and so on. In each_

L. 1
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table, the -cue.p having ratings of 2.5 or lower on the
(indicating the items that teachers think .are of the most
evaluating student papers) are rank ordered. For example,
which shows the most important cues as judged by teachers
colleges, the 20 cues shown, from "appropriateness of essay to
to "fragments," appear in rahk order.

Cue

appropriateness of essay
to writing topic

support for major ideas
quality of ideas
grammatical errors which

inhibit ccxnprehension
paragraph organization

or structure
unity of topic
logical reasoning
thesis statements
topic sentences
run-on and fused

sentences
coherence
density of ideas
accuracy of information
redundancy of ideas
paragraphing
level of abstraction/

speci ficity
effectiveness of intro-

ductory section
sentence structure
syntactic "fluency"
fragments

5-point scale
importance in

in Table IV.14,
from two-year
writing topic"

Mean
Rating

1.78
1. 89
1.89

Var.

1.95
2. 22
1.87

Rank

1

2*
2*

Rank for all
teacher s

7
1

8

1. 914 1. 82 3*

2. 00 1. 65 5* 3*
2.00 2.214 r* 5

2. 00 1.65 5* 6

2.06 2.29 8* 9
2. 06 2. 29 8* 18

2.11 1.52 10 16
2.17 2.15 11 2
2. 22 1. 83 12 21*
2.28 2.33 13 12
2.33 1.141 114* 21*
2.33 2.114 114* 17*

2.33 2.00 114* 10

2.39 2.149 17* 11

2.39 2.02 17* 15
2. 50 1. 32 1 9* 13*
2.50 1.68 19* 25

Table IV.14. Most Important Cues for the Evaluation of
Student Writing as Identified by Teachers in
Two-year College. (N=18) .



Cue

support for major ideas
. coherence
paragraph organization

or str ucture
thesis statements
logical rea soning
grammatical errors which

inhibit canprehension
ality of topic
paragraphing
e ffectiveness of intro-

d uc tor y section

sentence str uc tut- e

appropr iateness of essay
to assignment

quality of ideas
run-on and fused

sentences
syntactic " fluency"
topic sentences
methods of developnent
level of abstraction/

specificity
redundancy of ideas
persuasiveness
word choice
or iginality
fragments
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Mean
Rating

1. 80

1. 89

1 . 93

2. 00

2. 04

Var..

2.3 9

2. 28

2.25
2. 41

2. 04

Rank

1

2

r,

3

4

5

Rank for all
teacher s

2

3*

9

6

2.07 2.25 6 3*
2. 09 2. 27 7 5

2.24 2.05 8 17*

2.2 9 2. 03 9 * 11

2. 29 2. 30 9* 15

2.33 2.5 5 11* 7

2. 33 2. 09 11* 8

2. 33 1.82 1 1*. 1 6

2.3 6 2.05 1411 13*

2. 36 2. 19 114* 17*

2:3 8 2.2 0 1 6 13*

2.40 2.1 6 1 7 1 0

2. 44 1. 62 1 8* 21*

2.44 1. 84 18* 23

2. 47 1. 80 20 2p

2.4 9 1. 89 21* 1 9

2. 49 1.67 21* 25

Table IV.5 . Most Important Cues for the Evaluatio'n of
Student Writing as Identified by Teacher s in
Private Four-year .Colleges. (N=45) .

ry,
kj



Cue

coherence
support for major ideas
unity of topic
quality of ideas
paragraph organization

or structure
appropriateness of essay

to writing assignnent
grammatical errors which

inhibit comprehension
logical reasoning
thesis statements
level of abstraction/

specificity
effectiveness of intro-

ductory section
accuracy of information
sentence structure
syntactic " fluency"
methods o f development
aCcommodation of audience

needs
topic sentences

55

Mean
Rating Var. . Rank

Rank for all
teacher s

1.96 2.12 1 2
2. 04 2. 60 2* 1

2. 04 2.00 2* 5

2. 22 2. 09 4 8

2.24 2.18 5* 3*

2. 24 2. 06 5* 7

2.26 2.23 7* 3*

2. 26 2. 19 7* 6

2.28 2.32 9* 9

2.28 2.04 9* 10

2. 29 2. 01 11 11

2.37 2.08 1 2 12
2. 39 2. 00 13 1 5

2. 43 1. 81 14 '13*
2. 47 1. 97 15 13*

2.49 2.26 16* 24
2. 49 2. 10 16* 17*,

Table IV.6. Most Important Cues for the Evaluation of
Student Writing as Identified by Teachers in
Public Four-year Colleges. (N=51) .
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Cue
Mean

Rating Var. Rank
Rank for all

teacher s

support for major ideas
paragraph organization

or structure

1. 90

2.15

2. 62

2.145

1

2

1

3*
unity of topic
grammatical errors whic

inhibit ccrnprehensio
appropriateness ofessay

to writing assignment

2. 20

2.25

2.25

2. 06

2.93

2.83

3

14*

14*

5

3*

7

quality of ideas 2.35 2.13 6* 8

coherence 2. 35 2. 66 6* 2
accuracy of informatior 2.35 2.03 6* 12
logical reasoning
effectiveness of intro-

ductory section

2.140

2.145

2.67

2.05

9

10

6

11

paragraphing 2. 50 2. 05 11 17*

Table IV.7. Most Important Cues for the Evaluation of
Student Writing as Identified by Teachers in
Private Universities. (N=20).
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Cue
Mean

Rating Var. Ran k
Rank for all

teacher s

support for major ideas 1.97 2. 53 1 1

level of abstraction/'
specificity 2.22 2.143 2 10

grammatical errors which
inhibit comprehension 2.25 2.20 3* 3*

logical reasoning 2.25 2.314 3* 6

appropriateness of essay
to topic 2.25 2.314 3* 7

quality of ideas 2.27 2.87 6 8

originality 2.35 2.13 7 19
coherence 2.37 2. 70 8 2

thesis statements 2.147 2.10 9* 9

paragraph organization
or structure 2.147 2.56 9* 3*

Table IV.8. Most Important Cues for the Evaluation of
Student Writing as Identified by Teachers in
Public Universities. (N=140).

Throughout this Chapter we have emphasized that these tables summarize
what teachers say most influences their evaluation of student writing. We do
not know how much this reported influence agrees with or differs from what
actually influences the teachers' evaluation of student writing. To a large
extent the validity of the responses depends on the selfknowledge of the
teachers we surveyed and on the degree to which they have made evaluation of
writing a conscious, as opposed to intuitive, process for themselves. In some
cases, teachers' responses Lo the given cues might be influenced as much by
their ideal philosophy of evaluation as by their actual practice. For
example, teachers responding to our survey consistently rated "neatness" and
"handwriting/typing" as the ttc items out of all fiftytwo possible cues that
influence them least in evaluating student papers (see Table IV.2). One might
find this surprising in light of the many psychological stuclies that have
found superficial aspects of a paper, , like handwriting and neatness, to have a
significant influence on the eva...uation of the paper. However, instead of
suggesting that teachers are unaware of how neatness and handwriting may
affect their judgements, the universally. low ratings for "neatness" and
"handwriting/typing" may suggest quite the opposite: that teachers are aware
of the possibility of being unduly influenced by a paper's appearance but make
a conscious effort during evaluation to negate that influ-nce. This example
shows probably better than any other, that much caution and common sense must
be employed in any attempt to interpret selfreport data of this sort.

At the same time, if there id some general validity in the data
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discussed in the present chapter--if the teachers' resr)onses summarized in

Tables 1\1,1 through IV.8 paint at least a partial picture of what teachers

consciously try to look for when they evaluate student papers--then there are

many similarities and a few important differences in the way teachers from

different types of institutions approach the problem of evaluating student

pa per s .

To summar ize , the four cue s teacher s sa y most in fl uence their

evaluation of student ..papers are, in order of apparent importance, "support

for major ideas." "coherence," "grammatical errors which inhibit

comprehension," and "paragraph organization or structure." By far the most

widely agreed-on of these cues is "support for major ideas." The apparent

differences between teachers from different types of institutions are more

difficult to sort out. Teachers from two-year colleges, for example,

considered "appropriateness of essay tolwriting assignment" the most important

cue although it ranked only seventh overall. Teachers from private and public

four-year institutions placed less fhan average emphasis on grammar. The

significance of these kinds of differences is not clear. In fact, the

relatively large variation in responses within institutional type suggests

that much caution should be used in trying to identify trends within the data

reported in the present chapter.



CHAPTER V

THE MOST SUCCESSFUL ASPECTS OF THE TEACHING

OF COLLEGE COMPOSITION

V. 1. INTRODUCTION

One of the items on our questionnaire for college composition teachers
asked the respondents to list and discuss the most successful aspects of their
teaching in college writing courses. Of the 181 teachers who responded to the

teachers' survey, 115 (or 63.5%) wrote discursive statements about the most
successful aspects of their teaching. These 115 responses were content
analyzed and subsequently coded for sorting and analysis by computer.

The procedure for doing the content analyses cc-asisted of four steps.
First, two of the authors independently read a representative subsample of the
discursive responses, and each made a comprehensive list of all the different
statements within these .responses. Two statements were grouped together if
they seemed to say essentially the same thing. The second step consisted of
reconciling the small nirnber of discrepancies between the two investigators'
lists of successful aspects they had identified in the subsample. The third

step involved constructing a coding sheet which enabled readers to check off
those successful aspects of composition teaching cited in the 115 discursive

statements. The fourth and final step consisted of the content analyses
themselves. Two investigators read each discursive statement. When

disagreements occurred, they were resolved by a third investigator.

The content analyses, as reflected in the completed coding sheets, were
then entered into the computer, sorted according to institutional type, and
analyzed according to the frequency of occurrence within all institutions and

within institutional types.

V. 2. HOST SUCCESSFUL ASPECTS OF TEACHING

Those responses which were cited by more than about 20% of the 115

responding teachers are summarized in Table V.1. These successful aspects of

teaching writing are rankordered according to the percentage of the 115

teachers who cited them: the larger the percentage of teachers citing a

particular aspect, the closer that aspect appears to the top of Table V.1.

5 9
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Most St4ccessful Pr iv Publ Pr iv Publ All

Asp cts 2-Yr 4-Yr Li - Yr tin i v Un iv

(N.718) (N=39) (N:41) (N=18)(N=41) (11:115)

Con fe encing 50.0 39.0 48.7 34. 1 44.4 42.3
Teaching Revision 11.1 34.1 41.0 43.9 72.2 39.7
Peer iting..c1 16.7 34.1 20.5 46.3 33.3 31.6
Using Student Writing

as Text 22.2 22.2 30. 8 31.7 33.3 27.7
Collbor at ive

Learning 33.3 22.0 25.6 31.7 27.8 27.6
Chaniging Attitudes

To/wards Wr iting 27.8 31.7 20.5 24.4 33.3 26.3
TeaOhing Invention 11.1 26. 8 28.2 26. 8 27. 8 25.6
Making the Writing

,

Class a Workshop 16.7 11.9 20.5 20.5 22.2 21.8
Teaching Writing

as Process 5.6 17.1 20.5 29.3 33.3 21.2
Developing Audience

Awareness 11. 1 22. 2 15. 4 22. 2 33.3 19.9

Table V.1. Percentage o f Responding Teacher s Indicating
the Most Successful Aspects of Their Teaching in College
Writing Courses.

It is noteworthy that none of the aspects of teaching listed in Table
V.1 was cited by more than 42.3% of the 115 responding teachers , suggesting_ _
con sider abl e var iation in successful teaching practice as perceived by the
teachers we surveyed. Thi s variation , coupled with the relatively small
percentages of teacher s citing any one aspect , suggests that there is no real
consensus about what or how teacher s ought to teach in college and university
writing cour ses.

Let us illustrate the problem. As Table V .1 shows , 112.3% of the 115
teacher s cited "con ferencing" anong the most successful aspects of their
teaching . Although 42. 3% indicates a good deal of agreement among the
responding teacher s about the success of "con ferencing" as a type of
instr uction , that percentage al so means that 57.7% of the 115 teacher s do not
consider con ferencing among the successful aspects of their teaching. Thus
there is no strong consensus about even the most widely cited in str uctional
method. If anything, Table V.1 demonstrates the wide variety of successful
teaching methods in writing cour ses.

Another difficulty in inter preting Table V.1 sur faces when some of the
successful aspects of teaching are seen in the context of results we have
summari zed elsewhere in the present docunent . Again , consider con ferencing .

Al though con ferenc ing is the most frequently cited successful aspect of
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teaching, on the average only 9.27; of the teachers' time is devoted to using
it as an instructional method (see Table III.10), the least amount of time
given over t-) any method of instnuction. It should be noted, however, , that
this 9.2% is the amount of time that all teachers average on conferencing.
The teachers who cited conferencing as the most successful aspect of their
teaching probably spend somewhat more time using it. However, even if the
teachers who cited conferencing were the ones who did most of the
conferencing, it would mean that they devoted less than 20% of their
instructional time to their most successful teaching method on the average.

Yet another problem has to do with the relatively small nunber (18 in
both cases) of teachers from twoyear colleges and from private universities
who wrote about the most successful aspects of their teaching. With the small
nunber of responses from teachers in those two groups, it is unlikely that the
percentages for those groups of teachers are at all representative. Even the
groups containing 39 or more teachers may not be representative enough, even
of the best composition teachers in the country, to allow us to be comfortable
making generalizations about how teachers in those types of institutions 'ought
to teach writing.

The percentage of teachers from twoyear colleges who cited the ten

aspects of teaching listed in Table V.1 differs most markedly from the
percentage of all 115 teachers who cited those same aspects. Compared with
the percentage for _all 115 teachers, the percentage of twoyear teachers who
cited some aspects is quite small. Among those aspects cited infrequently by
teachers in twoyear colleges and more frequently by other groups of teachers
are the following: "teaching revision," "teaching invention," and "teaching

, writing as process." Perhaps some of the differences between twoyear college
teachers and the other groups are partially attributable to the different
student populations which teachers in twoyear colleges serve. The smaller
percentages of twoyear college teachers citing processrelated aspects are
particularly interesting. In fact, the smaller percentage of twoyear college
teachers citing '"teaching revision" (11.% compared with 39.7% of all 115
teachers), "peer editing" (16.7% canpared with 31.6%), "teaching invention"
(11.1% compared with 35.6%), and "teaching writing as process" (5.6% compared
with 21.2%) suggests perhaps a different philosophy of composition in twoyear
colleges than in the other four types of institutions.

Collectively, the responses of the 115 teachers often emphasize the
relationships between several of the most frequently cited items.
"Conferencing," the most often cited item by all respondents and by teachers
representing all institutional types except one, was frequently discussed as a
way of intervening -in students' composing processes to increase their
awareness and control of those processes. As one teacher put the matter, ,

I . . feel that allowing students to go through the drafting
process, with their peers and in conference with me, develOps their
sensitivity to the writing process; that is, they gain a sense of what
goes right and what goes wrong in their writing.

But conferencing was discussed in connection with other specific concerns as
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well. Several teachers addressed conferencing as a way to motivate students
by establishing a two-way channel to discuss their particular needs and ideas.
Conferencing, as one teacher noted,

. promotes communication between myself [sic] n d my
student; gives them [sic] a chance to ask questions they might have
been ashamed to ask in class (some of them are ashamed of their
failings when it comes to writing); and usually ends by increasing
both their self-confidence and their enthusiasm.

Another teacher discussed conferencing and its benefits in this way:

The shift to conferencing and postponed grading allows student
(and teacher) attention to become focused on the writing itself rather
than the grade. No longer is the student concerned with "What is the
difference between a C+ and a B- paper?" but rather asks "Did I do
what you suggested in this revision? Did this work?"

Other teachers also counted conferencing among the most successful aspects of
their teaching because it provided an opportunity for in-depth interactive
analysis of the students' writing, as illustrated in the following statement:

My most effective instruction takes place one-to-one in

conferences, because I can be thorough, candid, and, most crucially,
hear what the student says about his own writing.

Such attention to the specifics of the students' writing sometimes
suggested to the teachers the relationship between professional writers and
their editors. As one teacher wrote, conferencing allows the teacher and
student to confront a text "as if the teacher was [sic] an editor and the two
.are [sic] getting something ready for publication." Another teacher discussed
the ability of the teacher as editor to prompt revision:

A writing teacher has most effect upon 1,2tudents as an editor of
their papers if he can criticize without solving problems for them. I

call students' attention to problems and direct them to materials
necessary to teach them skills they lack. Then they must revise the
papers, to test their mastery of the material.

"Teaching revision," the second most frequently cited aspect of
successful teaching, was cited by 39. 7% of the 115 responding teachers. It

was cited most often by teachers from private universities and least often by
those from two-year colleges. Some respondents believed that teaching
revision was successful in their classes because revision allowed them to
focus their "students' attention on that aspect of composing which is most
accessible." According to one teacher, having students study the revisions of
practicing wr i ter s

. . helps students to see that even the best writers produce
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their work through a process involving careful thought and reworking.

Writing thus loses much of its "mystery" and becomes something

plastic, kinetic, not static or "automatic."

Perhaps because they saw the teaching of revision as a way to make students

,more al.fare of both their own texts and the their own processes of text

production, severe] teachers put revision at the center of the curriculum and

employed instructional methods consonant with it. One teacher wrote:

I organize my introductory cOmposition class around the concept
that successful writing comes from revision; therefore, the class is

usually organized to meet two days a week as a whole. . . . [During]

the other two class days the group is divided into four roundtables.

"Peer editing," "using student writing as text," and "collaborative learning"

are, of course, all aspects of the type of instruction this teacher describes.

"Peer editing" was the third most frequently cited successful aspect,

with almost 32% of the 115 teachers naming it. "Peer editing" was cited most

often by teachers from public universities and least often by those from two

year colleges and private fouryear schools. "Using student writing as text"

and "collaborative learning" were both cited by 27.6% of the 115 responding

teachers, the former most often cited by teachers from private universities

and the latter most often cited by teachers from twoyear colleges.

Many of the teachers who cited "peer editing" focused on the usefulness

of that method in teaching students to read critically as well as to revise

effectively. One teacher stated the matter as follows:

No matter what writing course I teach, I use the peer editing

technique to teach the revision process. It is, by far, , the most

successful aspect of my instruction because it provides practice in

critical reading and writing.

Other teachers found peer editing successful because it yielded evaluations of

writing which students take seriously, as did the teacher who wrote that

Students do not care that much anymore about an instructor's
opinion concerning their writing. They do care, deeply, about the

opinion of their peers. Successful composition teachers learn to move

that peer opinion into a force that motivates good writing. A

wor kshop center ed on student writing--one wher e student wr iting

becomes its primary text--is a way of achieving this goal.

This statement provides an illustration of how closely related successful

aspects of teaching are in the minds of several of the responding teachers.

The . writer stresses motivation, peer editing, workshopping, and using the

students' writing as canposition text, all of which are concepts embedded in

some of the most successful aspects of teaching listed in Table V.1.
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The integration of readiy.ig and writing skills through analyses of
student essays was not an uncommon theme among the 30 or so teachers who
counted "using student writing as text" among the most successful aspects of
their teaching.. One teacher stressed the relationship between writing and
critical reading in the following way: "In class, we examine dittoed student
papers day after day, analyzing their effectiveness in terms of rhetorical
criteria (writer---text--audience)." Another teacher described such a class in
this way:

Class writers, whose papers are dittoed and distributed to the
entire class. . . , benefit from the feedback generated by me and by
their group members. Examination of student writing rather than that
of professional writers (who often seem distant and unapproachable) is
more meaningful to the students. Similiarly, those who critique learn
about clarity and coherence and other strategies of effective writing.

Several of the teachers who cited "using student writing as text" focused on
the connection between the student paper used as text and the writing that
students are expected to do. Cne teacher wrote, for example, that "When I

teach a point of composition, I find that an appropriate student paper is the
clearest sample I can offer students." Such statements suggest that student
texts may be appropriate instructional devices' because they are closer to the
students experiences than are essays written by professionals.

While sane teachers apparently use student texts in writing classes
because those texts are accessible models, many of the approximately 30

teachers who successfully use "collaborative learning" do so because it

increases student motivation. Cne teacher claimed that "forms of
collaborative learning, such as peer critiques, peer tutoring or topic
interviews" were successful because they "mobilized peer group influence to
improve a student's writing and thinking."

Several teachers named various forms of collaborative learning--such as
group brainstorming, group composing, and group-centered discussions--as
effective options to more traditional instructional methods, but options
requiring careful integration into a comprehensive approach to the teaching of
writing. As one teacher wrote,

The [students] enjoy doing group work, and I believe that they
learn more that way than they would just listening to me lecture at
them. But I find that group work alone is not enough. Basic material
must be presented to them and discussed by them before they can
effectively evaluate the writing of their peers. After I have
presented, say, paragraphing, I ask them to look for topic sentences
and paragraph development in the papers of their group. Each week,
something else is added to the list.

The teachers' responses--as in the above quotations--regularly treated
specific aspects of' teaching in the context of' other aspects. An awareness of'
such relationships suggests a range of concerns and a developed sensitivity to
the scope of the issues involved.
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The sixth most frequently cited successful aspect of teaching was
"changing attitudes toward writing." This aspect was cited by 26.3% of the
115 responding teachers. It was cited most often by teachers from private
universities and least often by teachers from private four-year schools.
Among the responses which indicated that changing attitudes was a successful
aspect of teaching were several statements like the following, which stresses
the ,importance of getting students to view writing in its social dimensions:
"I show students that writing is a social activityone writes about something
for somebody." Other teachers saw themselves as successful in changing the
way students valued their own writing, "by encouraging sttxients to believe
that they have something worthwhile to say." Another teacher indicated that
changing student attitudes toward writing was contingent on the teacher

encouraging them to see that the process of writing is a

process of discovery, a process of self-transcendence . . . ; helping
them to understand that the act of writing presumes the intention to
communicate and, therefore, an obligation to respect the needs of
their audience . . . ; helping them to see that their knowledge of
themselves and of the world depends, in large part, upon their ability
to participate maturely in our comon language.

And this teacher went on to say that

The students were encouraged to think more about what happened
when they wrote, and to this end they kept a "meta-journal" in which
they anal yzed the writing process , identi fied their [ writing)

problems. . . .

Thus, under the general rubric of "changing attitudes toward writing,"
teachers sought both to alter what might be called misconceptions about the
nature of writing and to teach students to value writing as an aid to

thinking, learning, and sel,f-awareness. Not unexpectedly, many of the
teachers who saw themselves as successful in changing student attitudes toward
writing also saw themselves as successful in motivating students to write and
in developing among their students an awareness of their own composing
processes.

In addition to "teaching revision," teaching other aspects of composing
frequently appeared among the successful aspects, particularly "teaching
invention" and "developing audience awareness." The former was cited by 25.6%
of the 115 teachers and the latter by 1 9.9%. With the notable exception of
teachers from two-year colleges, about equal percentages of teachers from all
groups cited "teaching invention" as a succesful aspect of their teaching.
"Developing audience awareness" was cited most often by teachers from public
universities, 'with about one-third of those in that group naming it. In
contrast, "developing audience awareness" was cited by only 11.1% of the
teachers from two-year colleges and by only 1 5.4% of the teachers from public
four-year institutions, Teachers who cited "developing audience awareness"
typically did not elaborate on the methods which led to their success.

o st of the teachers who said that "teaching invention" was one of the
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most successful aspects of their teaching wrote about invention in very

simplistic terms. Virtually none of the statements suggested that those

teachers used in their classrooms one or more of the systematic invention
heuristics discussed in the literattre on composition theory lnd pedagogoy.

Typical of most of the statements about invention are the following: "In

Composition 1 I have found emphasis on prewriting to pay off. I have used
journals, free writing, and student diaries of their own prewriting

successfully." And again:

I have found in my composition classes that an emphasis on
prawriting and what Donald Murray calls "internal revision" are most
helpful to my students. I teach- writing--both creative and

expository--as a process of discovery. I stress the importance of
several early drafts just to find out what they have to say.

Many of the successful aspects of teaching we have discussed thus far,
relate either directly or indirectly to teaching writing as process. Indeed,

it might be said that of the ten aspects of teaching listed in Table V.1, most
are indicative of classrooms wherein the principal focus is on writing

processes. In addition to.the substantial nurnber of teachers who said they
were successful in teaching various aspects of composing, a fair number

indicated that the most successful aspect of their teaching was teaching

composing in general. In fact, of the 115 responding teachers, over 21%
indicated as much. "Teaching writing as process" was cited most frequently by

teachers in private and public universities and least often by teachers in
twoyear colleges.

As we have suggested, many of the aspects of teaching listed in Table
V.1 point to composition classes where the primary emphasis is on teaching_
writing as process. Given the frequency with which "making the writing class
a writing workshop" was cited explicitly and the frequency with which it was
implicit in the statements about successful aspects of teaching, our sense is
that the majority of responding teachers believe that workshopping and

teaching composing processes go hand in hand. Of the, 115 responding teachers,

nearly 22% cited workshopping explicitly; and of the 70plus teachers who

cited teaching one or more aspects of composing, the notion of the composition
class as workshop was usually implicit in their remarks.

Many teachers did, however, write expressly about workshopping. Cne

teacher wrote that

The.writing class is or ought to be a writing (producing) lab,
and students need to be reading and writing a great deal--something
every day (starting a new paper, revising a previous one at least once
a week).

Another teacher noted that

I changed from a more structured writing course in which class
time was devoted to discussion of essays and literature to a less
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structured cour\se in which more class time is devoted to discussions
of' student writing . . . , to more emphasis on student revisions, and
to arranging class time, on a regular basis, for individual discussion
of student writing.

Several teachers suggested that the "studentcentered approach" at the heart
of workshopping is simply more successful than the alternative "teacher
centered approach." As one teacher put the matter,

I find that the less talking I do and the more writing my
students do, the more successful the course becomes. I am, therefore,
trying to move toward free writing, group discussion, conferences,
workshops on editing, and so forth and away from lectures.

Another teacher wrote that

I prefer class discussions to lectures. Because writing is a
communication skill, the instructor can't just tell the students what
works and what doesn't; they have to find out for themselves. The
more class participation, the better . . . . I try group discussions,
inclass reports, and anything else I can to encourage participation
in such classes:

Another teacher stressed the importance of' peers in such classes because
getting

students to think logically and critically on a subject of'

interest to them seems to have a lasting effect on their writing
techniques. Cnce they become aware of flaws in their peers' logic,
they also become more aware of flaws in their own logic.

In te of the emphasis, expressed or implied, on classroom techniques
which can be sociated with workshopping, several teachers attributed their
success in teaching composition to their ability to use a variet4eib.of
in`structdonal methods, as did the teacher who wrote that

I am convinced that all three basic instructional methodologies
listed below are important:

1. fullclass, teacherled discussions of rhetorical technique's
and professional models;

2. smallgroup discussions of both professional and student
writing; and

3. teacherstudent discussions of rough drafts and explorations of
techniques of revision.
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While most of the respondents in our sample fe)t that they had been
successful in teaching writing, others were less certaLn. Several teachers
viewed their uncertainty about their success in teaching writing in terms of
what they saw as a profession uncertain about its own conception of itself.
Capturing the essence of this sense of uncertainty we saw in many of the
statements, one teacher voiced concerns shared by many in the profession:

What works? Define "success." It seems to me it has very
little to do with curriculun or instruction as that phrase is narrowly
understood. There are hundreds and hundreds of English textbooks
available for use in freshman courses (compared to Economics or Art
History, for example). This argues a certain confusion in the field,
or a remarkable versatility, take your choice.

Another teacher felt particularly skeptical of' her own "success" and of the
"success" of any approach which claimed too much:

First, I make no claims for success in eleven years of teaching's
composition. For that reason I may have been a poor choice for
participating in this survey. I have always been skeptical of trendy
methods of teaching anything, especially those methods that promise
amazing results with a minimun of effort and a maximun of pleasure.

This teacher- went on to address an issue 14iich concerns us all, whatever our
level of skepticism or experience:

Fifteen weeks, of course, is absurdly short when it comes to
remedying yeacs of desuetude. Just as some of their rust is shed,
students stop writing once again, in Many cases never to write again.
And perhaps that is the problem. Some peopl e in si st , per ha ps

correctly, that the need to express oneself in writing is diminishing
each year. But that is another problem, another survey.
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AN OVERVIEW OF THE TEACHING OF WRITING

VI. 1. INTRODUCTION

The focus of this technical report has been on teachers and teaching.
ThrOugh a national iurvey of sane of the best teachers of writing in the
country, we tried to ascertain as much as we could about the teachers and
teaching of writing in this country's colleges and universities. We wanted to
find out, within the limited framer.ork of surveys, as much as we could about
the contexts in which that teaching occurs. We wanted to find out about the
teachers themselves--the background which have prepared them to teach
writing, their teaching experience, the kinds of courses they teach, and their
workloads. In addition, we wanted to find out about their teaching--what they
actually do in the classroom, what and how much they make their students
write, how they approach the problem of evaluating student papers, and what
overall aspects of their teaching they find most effective. In short, we
wanted this survey to help build a picture of what the teaching of writing is
like in colleges and universities in the United States. This last chapter
sums up our findings and suggests how they contribute to that picture. Most
importantly, the present chapter suggests the diversity that we found among
the teachers responding to our survey, a diversity characteristic ,not so much
of the teachers as of their teaching strategies and of the conditions under
which they teach.

The remainder o f the current chapter is divided into two major
sections. The following section focuses mainly on the teachers and the last
on their teaching. Both sections are subdivided according to the kinds of
information they present. Where possible an attempt is made to generalize
beyond the bare nunbers presented elsewhere in the report, but, as always, we
hesitate to draw hard and fast conclusions where our data are subject to
varying interpretations.

VI. 2. TEACHERS, OF WRITING

As we stated at the outset of this report, our sample is not
representative of all writing teachers in the country. Instead it is drawn
from among the bea teachers of writing as chosen by a national sample of
directors of writing programs. One should keep this in mind when considering
the survey results presented in this and previous chapters. That the teachers
surieyed were among those considered the best writing teachers is especially
reqwant in the following sections dealing with educational background and
tear,hing experience.

69
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Educational Background. The teachers who responded to our survey, in
as much as they represent the best teachers of writing in the ountry, might
also be expected to be among those most educated in rhetordc, composition, the
teaching of writing, and related areas. This seems to be borne out by the
responses to the survey questions dealing with educational background. As is
reported in section I. 3. of the present report, most of the teachers who
responded to our survey had taken a nuTiber of rhetoricrelated courses at the
graduate level, on the average about fourteen semester hours of such courses.
Teachers from different types of institutions generally had the same amount of
training, with the notable exception of teachers from fouryear public
institutions. Those teachers had taken about two times as many rhetoric
related courses as their colleagues in other types of institutions. Generally
speaking the teachers responding to our survey seem wellprepared to teach
writing, a conclusion also suggested, although less forcefully, by the
advanced degrees they hold.

Almost all, of the teachers responding to our survey have advanced
degrees; nearly half have doctoral degrees. The number of advanced degrees
among responding teachers and the nunber of rhetoricrelated courses taken are
especially impressive when one considers that some of the teachers figuring
into the averages are graduate students who have not yet obtained a terminal
degree or finished taking rhetoricrelated courses.

Teaching Experience. The quality of' the teachers responding to our
survey is also apparent in their teaching experience. Although the amount of
experience of particular teachers ranged from virtually none to almost fifty
years, teachers from each institutional type consistently averaged between ten
and twelve years of teaching experience. The average amount of teaching
.experiende was lowest in public universities, probably a reflection of the
nunber of graduate teaching assistants in those schools. It would be
interesting to compare the experience of the teachers who answered our survey
to the profession as a whole, but we have no basis for doing so.

Both educational background and teaching experience do suggest,
however, that the teachers who answered our survey should be among those best
able to answer questions about the teaching of writing. They may not be
representative of all writing teachers in colleges and universities, but 'they
are clearly an experienced, welleducated and highly regarded subset of those
who teach writing well. Thus, what they have said about the teaching of
writing in the previous chapters of this report should be given serious
con sid er a tion .

Workload. One important area in which the responding teachers may be
fairly representative of the larger population of college and university
teachers is in workload. Most would agree that teachers' workloads determine
how much time they can spend with individual students, how much time they can
spend evaluatinc; individual writing, and, generally, how much time they can
spend teaching. Our survey seems to indicate that the workload of writing
teachers is high across the board, although we make no explicit comparison
with teachers in other disciplines. The average workload for teachers from
all institutions is the equivalent of teaching seven and a half courses per
year. Broken down into its components, this average workload means that
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teachers teach about about four writing and two non-writing courses each year,
perform the equivalent of about one course a year in administrative duties,
and take about half a graduate course a year. Though probably no one comes
close to this average, it does give a good general idea of how the duties and
responsibilities of teachers responding to our survey are apportioned.

Systematic differences in workload are also apparent among teachers
.from different types of universities. As we report in chapter I (I. 3. 2.) ,

teachers from two-year colleges have the heaviest workload, the equivalent of
about nine courses, while teachers from private and public universities have
the smallest, with an average course load equivalent of less than seven
courses a year. Teachers from four-year colleges are in the middle with an
average annual workload of about seven and a half courses. As we emphasized
earlier in the report, the figures given do not reflect the fact that teachers
in many four-year colleges and most universities are expected to publish in
scholarly journals. Demands for publication on teachers' time, represents a
hidden or informal addition to their actual workloads.

We must again stress that this information is derived from a large
number of teachers in very different situations. Some of the responses came
from graduate students working on advanced degrees. Others came from part-
time non-tenure-track faculty. Still others came from tenured or, tenure-track
faculty. Even within particular types of institutions, we found considerable
variation with respect to educational background, teaching experience, and
workload.

VI. 3. TEACHING OF WRITING

Besides trying to identify some of the important contexts which may
influence the effectiveness of writing teachers, we wanted to find out how
these best teachers of writing teach. The following section summarizes our
major findings about teaching. Alt hough the in formation is im per feet and
incomplete, although it demonstrates too well that trends can only be
identified by slighting diversity and vice versa, and although the material
falls agonizingly short at times of presenting a neat and coherent picture,
the material found in this technical report and summarized in the following
pages probably comes very close to representing the actual state and practice
of teaching writing in this country.

Our main findings about teaching can be classified under the following
six headings:

1. the amount of writing required by teachers,

2. the kinds of writing required by teachers,

3. the evaluation of student writing,
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4 the instructional activities used in the classroom,

5. the curricular elements taught, and

6. the most successful aspects of teaching as perceived by teachers.

These six classes of information can themselves be grouped to form
larger categories. The first three can be seen as focusing on student 'writing
while the last three focus more directly on teaching. Alternately, the amount
and kinds of writing required might be seen as being linked to curriculun.
The six classes can also be thought of as representing both personal and
impersonal as well as general and specific aspects of teaching.

In probing these six dimensions of teaching, we were trying to take an
xray of the teaching of writing in this country.. We knew we could not draw a
complete anatomy of that teaching, but as much as possible we wanted to cover
the whole body and we wanted to get at least a sense of how these different
aspects of teaching varied among different teachers and how they interacted
with other aspects of teaching. Quite a lot to ask for from a bulkmail
questionnaire! Yet we were very fortunate that the majority of the responding
teachers will ngl y and dill igen tl y answer ed our somet imes confusing or
seemingfy inappropriate questions. As a result we feel that we did learn a
fair amount about the way writing is taught in this country.

Amount of Writing. Writing is the common denominator in all writing
courses, but not enough research has been done to either establish or deny a
link betwen the amount of writing required in a particular writing course and
that course's effectiveness. While writing programs may specify the amount of
writing to be done in a particular course, the amount of writing, st'udents
actually do in a particular class is determined in practice by the teacher.
Finding out how much writing is done in writing courses and finding out how
this varies across sections of the same course or across equivalent courses in
different institutions should thus reveal quite a bit about both teachers and
writing programs. If a conneCtion is ever established between the amount and
kinds of writing required in a course and the effectiveness of that Course in
teaching writing, then it may also prove useful for evaluating those courses
and programs.

Cur findings concerning the amount of writing done in different writing
courses and at different types of institutions are presented in chaptef III
(III. 2. ) above. Several of the things w found out may have important
implications for teachers, researchers, and those trying to come up with ways
of evaluating writing programs. By far the most striking findingris the
variability in teacher responses. There is very littl,e, consistency even
within the same kind of course in the amount of writing "students are required
to do during a semester. For ex4mple, in the basic
nonremedial/nondevelopmental, freshman composition class, the average amount
of writing required from students is about forty pages a semester. However ,
the standard deviation in those responses is almost ',thirty! This means in
practical terms that there is no consensus among wr,iting teachers on the
amount of writing required in freshman writing course's. Teacher responses
vary considerably both above and below the mean of forty pages. In fact, 5%
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of the teachers require fewer than twenty pages and 15% of the teachersrequire more than sixty pages of writing per semester. This finding suggestsamong other things that any effective methodology for evaluating writingprograms will have to take this variation into account.

This variability in the amount of writing required by writing teachers
was determined for teachers of equivalent courses from different institutions.We have no evidence regarding how much variation exists among differentsections of the, same course within individual institutions. However, if thevariability is even close to that for equivalent courses across institutions,
then, indeed, the amount of writing done in writing courses may be crucial way
of characterizing them.

We did not try to find out to what extent the teachers who responded toour survey were free to choose the amount of writing they wanted theirstudents to do. We did, however, ask the more general question of whether
they were required to follow an approved departmental syllabus for the coursesthey teach. As reported in chapter II (II. 5.) , only about forty percent ofthe teachers responding to our survey were required to follow a syllabus forfreshman level writing courses and only fifteen percent were required tofollow a syllabus for upper division courses. One mighty infer from this that
most programs. do not control how much writing their teachers require. If so,it might partially explain the amount of variability described above.

Kinds of Writing. The results of our inquiry into the types or kinds
of writing teachers require of students is reported in chapter III (III. 3.).
Again the major finding is variety. Teachers seem most often to require whatwe identify as "persuasive and informative uses" of writing, but a substantialamount of writing is also required for "personal and expressive uses,"
"mechanical uses," and "creative uses." There are some small differences in
the relative emphases teachers from different institutional types place onthese uses, but the general goal in writing classes seems to be to cover all
bases and work on giving students some proficiency in most of the different
areas: Only the creative uses of writing are relatively neglected.

Evaluation of Student Writing. Besides being concerned with the amountand kinds of writing students do, we wanted to find out how/teachers evaluatethat writing. Our approach was to ask teachers to rate elertain aspects orqualities of written texts on a scale which indicated how 'much or how littlethose aspects of a text, or cues, influenced their evaluation of studentwriting. The items or cues that the teachers were asked to respond to cover awide range of text features, from grammatical errors and sentence structure to
originality and hunor. Our findings are presented in Chapter IV.

As was the case with virtually all the responses to our survey, this
question on the influence of certain cues on teachers' evaluation of studentwriting elicited a variety of responses. Different teachers had different
ideas about the relative importance of such things as grammar, paragraphorganization, logical reasoning, and other features of student texts. At thesame time, the diversity in ranking the given evaluation cues was not as greatas the diversity in responses to other questions, for example, in the responseto how much writing is required. A kind of pattern does, however, emerge from
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is most important when they evaluate .student writing. The existence of such a
pattern may have important implications for writing program evaluators since
what teachers decide is important in student writing determines, in a large
part, the way they implement course curriculum and goals.

The four cues most consistently considered important by the teachers
were:

1. support for major ideas,

?. coherence,

3. grammatical errors which inhibit comprehension, and

14. paragraph organization or structure.

There was a surprising amount of agreement about the importance of these cues.
Considering some of the other findings summarized earlier in this chapter,
this find:ng of a near consensus is interesting. Teachers require different
amounts of writing and they require different types of writing from their
students, but they generally agree about the bases for evaluating this diverse
wr iting .

Instructional Activities. With regard to what actually happens in the
classroom, we divided our considerations of teaching into instruction and
curriculum; that is, we considered both how writing teachers teach and what
they teach. As we reported in chapter III (III. 5.) , about a fourth of
instructional time is devoted to large-group discussions, about fifteen

percent to lectures, and ten percent each to in-class.essay writing, small
group discussions, individual tutoring, and out-of-class conferencing. The

remaining time is divided among a variety of different activities. Thi s

relative ranking of instructional activities is maintained fairly consistently
across different institutional types. These findings may suggest the need to
develop specific procedures and materials for use in writing program
ev al ua tion .

Curricular). As opposed to instuctional activities which focused on the
method by which instruction was performed, curricular: emphasizes content. Our

results, which are reported in chapter III (III. LI.) , seem to indicate that
all writing courses--remedial/developmental, freshman, and non freshman--try
to teach similar paragraph-level, essay-level, and revision skills. Among
those aspects of curriculum mentioned most consistently and ranking in the top
ten for all three types of courses are the following:

1. discussing methods of revising/editing,

2. doing revising/editing of student papers,

3. discussing essay organization,
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14 . discussing topic/thesis statements,

5. discussing essay development,

6. discussing paragraph development , and

7. discussing paragraph organization.

The teachers of remedial/developmental courses placed their primary emphasis

on sentence and paragraph level skills and only a secondary emphasis on

revision. In nonremedial/nondevelopnental freshman writing courses the

emphasis is almost equally on paragraph level skills and revision, while in

the non freshman writing courses, even more attention is paid to revision.

This seems to indicate that teachers focus on increasingly more sophisticated

aspects of curriculun as one moves from remedial/developmental to regular

freshman to nonfreshman writing courses. These aurricular aspects probably

represent major goals of wr iting courses and programs, goals with must

influence the kinds of procedures used in the evaluation of college writing

prograns.

As the immediatel y pr eceding disc ussion shows , a good portion of

classrocm time is spent discussing paragraph and essay level skills

particularly organization and developmentdiscussing revision, and practicing

revision and peer-editing. These seem to be the classroom activities most

important in the teaching of writing at the college level.

The Most Successful Aspects of Teaching. In breaking teaching down

into isolated components and in asking specific questions about curriculun or

instruction, a researcher runs the risk of asking the wrong questions or

getting an unbalanced picture of the whole from an overemphasfs on certain

parts. For that reason we also asked the responding teachers to write

discursively about the most successful aspects of their teaching. In many

ways the teachers responses to this open-ended question complement their

earlier answrs to the More detailed and quantitative questions about their

teaching, thus suggesting that the their responses to the earlier "objective"

questions were valid ones.

For example, the heavy emphasis on revisioh that was evident in the

curricular activities teachers said they practiced is also apparent here.

"Teaching revision" was named, the second most successful aspect of the

teaching of writing by all teachers, and "peer editing" was identified as the

third most successful aspect of teaching. This compares very closely with the

responses to the guestion on curricular activities in which "doing revision"

and "doing peer-editing" ranked first and second, respectively. That revision

and peer-editing show up so consistently in these two different types of

questions emphasizes how important they are to the teachers responding to our

survey. That the curricular activities most frequently practiced turned up as

among the most successful aspects of teaching suggests that the teachers who

responded to our survey generally consider their teaching of writing to be

successful.

"Confer encing ," which teachers across the board identified as the very

1-10-1;
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most successful aspect of teaching, did not turn up in the section on
curricular activities. This is not surprising since the section on curricular
activities focused solely on instuction that takes place in the classroom. It
is interesting, however, that an activity that does not take place in the
classroom, that requires extra work from the instructor, and that occupies
only a relatively small amount of the instructor's teaching time is considered
the most effective in teaching students how to write. The implications of
this finding warrant more study.

The responses teachers gave to our questions, whether the "objective"
ones or the discursive ones, suggest some important directions for research on
the evaluation of college and university writing programs. In the present
surrrnary chapter, we have indicated what some of these directions might be.
From our attempts to arrive at good descriptions of writing programs, both in
the present report and in our other reports of national surveys, we have come
to believe that any attempt to evaluate a writing program must attend to at
least the following issues:

1. the processes of writing,

2. the processes of writing instruction,

3. the evaluation of student writing,

4. the writing program as part of a larger institutional context,

5. the function of the writing program in its particular social and
cultural context, and

6. the meaning of the term writing in our culture.

The last three issues are particularly important ones, partly because they are
usually ignored in writing program evaluations and partly because it is
ultimately our understanding of those issues which determines whether the
teaching of composition is a worthwhile activity, and, if it is worihwhile,
whether it is successful. Unless our writing programs answer the needs of the
culture they are presumably designed to serve, they can hardly be seen as
worthwhile. If we believe the teaching of writing to be valuable within our
culture, then we must address the cultural relevance of writing programs in
our evaluations of them.
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APPENDIX:

A LISTING OF PARTICIPATING INSTITUTIAS

Anna Maria Coll ege
Asnuntock Com.. Coll ege
Auburn Univer sity
Augsburg College
Beaver College
Br igh am Young Un iv er sity

Cali fornia State--Daninguez Hills
Carnegie' Mellon Univer sity
Central Connecticut State College
City Univer sit y of New York--

Queens Coll ege

Clarke College /
College of Moupt St . Vincent
College of St . Cather ine

College of St . Francis
College of William and Mary
CookDouglass College
Dean Jr. . Coll ege

Del ta College

Drexel Un iv er sity

East Central Oklahoma State
Un iv er sity

Ea stern Michigan Univ er sity

Edi son Comunity Coll ege
El Centro Coll ege
Ferr um College tr
Fr ankl in and Mar shall College

Frostburg State Coll ege
Gannon Un iv er sity

Hdfstra Univer sity

Hunter College
Indiana State Un iver sity--Evansv il le

-Indiana Un iv er sit y

Je ffer son Com un ity Coll ege

Kansas State Un iv er sity

Lake Forest College
LenoirRhyne College
Lewis and CI arke Commun ity College
Los Angeles Tr ade & Technological Coll ege
Louisiana State Univer sity
Lo yo la Mar ymount Un iv er sity

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Miami Un iv er sit y (Ohio)

Michigan Technological Un iv er sity

Monroe Comunity Coll ege
Murray -State College
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NYC Technical College
Nicholls State University
Northwest Na zarene College
Ohio Dominican College
Ohio University
Ohio Wesleyan University
Oklahoma State University
Pennsylvania State--Behrend College
Pe pperdine Univer sit y
Phillips County Comunity College
Polytechnic Institute of New York
Princeton Univer sity
Princi pia College
Rochester Institute of Technology
Rutgers University
St. Edward's University
St. Paul's College
St. Peter's College
St. Thomas University
San Francisco State University
Southwestern adahoma State University
Spokane Fans Comunity College "Th,
State University of New York at Cneonta
Texas Christian University
Texas Tech Univer sity
Tougaloo College
Tulane University
United States Air Force Academy.
United States Military Academy
University of Alabama
University of California--Los Angeles
University of Cincinnati
University of Colorado
University-of Georg,ia
University of Hartford
University of Illinois
University of Iowa
University of Kentucky
University of Michigan
University of Minnesota--Dulutli
University of Missouri
University of Nebraska
University of 'Nevada--Las Vegas
University of New Mexico
University of North Carolina--Chapel Hill
University of Nord.' Carolina--Wilmington
University of Pittsburgh
University of Southern California
University of South Alabama
University of South Florida
University of Southern MissisSippi
University of Tampa
University of Virginia
University of Washington
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University of Wisconsin
Upsala College
Virginia Tech
Walla Walla College
West Liberty State College
Wichita State University
William Patterson College
Youngstown State University


